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Abstract

In wireless communications, there has always been a quest for being able to
transmit large amounts of information at the expense of minimal resource
utilization. The study of capacity/rate both for single-user and multi-user
channels without initial assumption of channel state information (CSI) is
important as this capacity not only indicates the upper bound of the rate
limit achievable by any transmission scheme but also shows power efficient
and inefficient regimes of operation.

For the channels without any assumption of CSI, the capacity analy-
sis could become highly cumbersome even for channel models of moderate
complexity. Due to intractability of this analysis, we focus on the high
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime in the first part of this thesis which lets
us characterize the dominant capacity term, the term with log(P ) where
P is the transmit power. For single-user single-antenna symbol-by-symbol
stationary channels, the exact pre-log (the coefficient of log(P )) is speci-
fied for underspread channels. A novel transmission scheme is shown to
achieve non-zero pre-log for overspread channels. Considering multi-user
downlink (DL) channels with a multi-antenna base station (BS), tight lower
and upper bounds of the multiplexing gain are derived for relatively sim-
ple block-stationary channels with no assumption of CSI. This analysis also
reveals how the quality of CSI at the BS should be scaled with SNR to
preserve the multiplexing gain.

A multi-user DL channel shows promising gains even with single-antenna
user terminals. Achievability of these gains requires the presence of good
quality CSI at the BS which might involve a significant overhead on the
uplink (UL) resource. In the second part of this thesis, the focus is on the
design and optimization of CSI feedback at the transmitter. We study a
multi-user DL system without any assumption of CSI and derive sum rate
bounds when CSI acquisition is completely accounted for. These bounds
allow maximizing the sum rate by achieving the cost-benefit trade-off of CSI
feedback. Further, we propose a novel CSI feedback acquisition strategy
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for reciprocal channels which combines the use of training sequence and
quantized feedback contrary to the classical scheme for such channels where
only pilot sequences are used. The results show the superiority of the new
hybrid acquisition over traditional CSI acquisition schemes.

For multi-user channels with CSI, the sum rate maximization under
fixed power constraints has been widely studied. The dual of this prob-
lem, namely, the minimization of transmit power required to achieve specific
rate/quality targets at the users’ side is also an equally important design
problem and of high interest to service providers. In the third part of this
thesis, we study the problem of transmit power minimization in conjunction
with user scheduling for various user selection schemes. Some analytical
results are derived in the limiting case and it is shown that semi-orthogonal
greedy user selection performs much better than some other user selection
schemes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The past few decades have seen the rapidest growth of technology and the
modernization of infrastructure in the realm of wireless communications.
Many wireless systems were standardized, put into effect, later replaced by
new systems and newer generations are in the process of standardization.
This flurry of research in modern communication systems is the consequence
of the quest for being able to transmit large amounts of data reliably. This
has been motivated in part by the emergence of novel applications ranging
from entertainment providing ones like audio/video transfers, online gaming
applications to the medical ones serving to save human lives.

1.1 Evolution in Wireless Communications

For a long time, power and bandwidth were treated as the classical communi-
cation resources hence time and frequency were the only available dimensions
for user or data multiplexing until the discovery of a new spatial communi-
cation dimension which emerges when multiple antennas are employed both
at the transmitting side and at the receiving side of the communication
link. The proper exploitation of this spatial dimension promises huge gains
in spectral efficiency without any extra investment of the classical commu-
nication resources. This spatial dimension can be used to get one or more
of the following benefits depending upon system/application requirements:
a higher spectral efficiency, an increase in communication reliability and

1



2 Chapter 1 Introduction

spatial separation of the users. The basic concept of communication sys-
tem, a single antenna source transmitting data to a single antenna receiver,
has evolved with the passage of time with multiple entities transmitting,
receiving or both, and each equipped with multiple antennas.

1.1.1 From Single-Antenna to Multi-Antenna Links

In a single-user (SU) single-input single-output (SISO) system, the dominant
term of capacity is log(P ) with channel state information at the receiver
(CSIR) where P denotes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the received
signal [1], [2], [3]. If the receiver is equipped with multiple antennas, the
resulting single-input multiple-output (SIMO) link provides diversity gain
to increase the transmission reliability. Multiple receive antennas may also
provide power gain. Similarly if the transmitter is equipped with multiple
antennas, the resulting multiple-input single-output (MISO) link may pro-
vide the diversity or power gain although that might require the availability
of the channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT) [3] in certain
scenarios.

The presence of multiple antennas only on one end of the communica-
tion link may provide diversity/power/array gain or a combination thereof.
When multiple antennas are employed at both ends of the communication
link, the new spatial communication dimension may yield degree-of-freedom
(DOF) gain [3]. This DOF gain can be exploited by spatially multiplexing
several data streams on this multi-antenna link. In a SU multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) system, the spectral efficiency gains of the order
of the minimum of transmit and receive dimensions are achievable with the
availability of CSIR [4], [5]. Thus for a link having M antennas at both
ends, the first order term of the capacity is M log(P ) and the coefficient M
of log(P ) is referred to as the pre-log, multiplexing gain or DOF.

1.1.2 Single-User to Multi-User Paradigm Shift

The spatial communication dimension emerges when multiple antennas are
used at both ends of a transmission link. This dimension also kicks in when
there are multiple users (links) in the system. In a multi-user (MU) com-
munication system where a base station (BS) equipped with M antennas is
communicating with K single-antenna users, the spectral efficiency gains of
the order of min(M,K) are achievable as compared to a SISO system oper-
ating over the same amount of classical communication resources. This gain
is achievable irrespective of the direction of the data transmission whether
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it’s directed from the BS to multiple users [6], [7], [8], usually termed as the
downlink (DL) transmission, or from multiple users to the BS [9], [10], [11],
usually termed as the uplink (UL) transmission, conditioned upon the avail-
ability of the channel state information (CSI) at the BS.

In the past, wireless systems were mainly carrying voice traffic which
is symmetric in UL and DL directions. In the modern era, the data ser-
vices have dominated the wireless traffic. The highly asymmetric nature of
this traffic, requiring extremely high rates in the DL direction, has shifted
the multi-user research focus in the same direction. Apart from the spatial
multiplexing gain, these DL channels enjoy another gain due to selection
possibility over surplus number of users, coined as multi-user diversity [12]
benefit. It has been shown in [13], [14] that the sum capacity of the Gaus-
sian broadcast channel has a scaling factor with the number of users as
M log log(K), where K is the total number of users in the system whose
channel information is available at the BS. There are two other advantages
of this broadcast channel. It requires mobile users to have single antenna
each so user terminals are quite inexpensive and simple. The second ad-
vantage is that the channel matrix, in case of a broadcast channel, is much
well conditioned as compared to that of a point-to-point MIMO link which
is plagued by line-of-sight channel conditions and spatial correlation [15].

1.1.3 The Role of Channel Information

The channel information is always required at the receiver side for coherent
data detection. The existence or non-existence of CSIT, on the other hand,
may have a very different impact on the performance of a system depending
upon its nature. For SU systems, the presence of CSIT may bring at best
the power gain over the same system working without CSIT but the spatial
multiplexing gain of such a system remains unchanged.

These are MU DL systems where the presence of CSIT plays the cardinal
role. A MU DL system, with M -antenna BS andK single-antenna users, has
the multiplexing gain of min(M,K) and the multi-user diversity benefit of
M log log(K) in the sum rate in the presence of CSIT. For the same system
with no CSIT, the multiplexing gain reduces to one as the first order term
of the sum capacity is only log(P ) because of the optimality of transmitting
to a single user [2], [16], [3]. Furthermore the multi-user diversity benefit is
completely lost in the no CSIT system. For K ≥ M , the CSIT of M users
is indispensable to achieve the full multiplexing gain [17], [6] and capturing
the multi-user diversity benefit of M log log(K) in the sum rate requires the
CSIT availability of all of these K users where normally K could be much
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larger than M .

For the DL transmission, the requirement of the presence of good quality
CSIR is easily met with the help of pilot transmission from the BS to the
users. But the acquisition of CSIT at the BS is not that straightforward.
If the communication system is operating under time-division duplexing
(TDD) mode, the reciprocity can be exploited to get the CSIT by simple
pilot transmission on the UL [18], [19]. For the systems operating under
frequency-division duplexing (FDD) mode, each receiver needs to estimate
its channel first and then feed a reasonable function of this estimate back to
the BS (see [20], [17], [21], [22] and the references therein for further details).
No matter what the duplexing mode is, the CSIT acquisition consumes the
UL communication resources, the amount of which could be highly signif-
icant under certain scenarios, hence the CSIT feedback function and the
acquisition strategy require a careful design.

1.2 Major Themes in the Thesis

In this section, we give a high-level view of the themes, the major research
directions, explored in this thesis. We describe the importance of these
problems, show their relevance and raise pertinent questions. Then in the
next section, we describe relatively specifically how we have tried to solve
these problems highlighting our contributions.

1.2.1 Channel Non-Coherence and DOF Perspective

Since Shannon’s landmark paper [1] gave birth to the theory of information,
widespread efforts have been being made aimed at unveiling the fundamen-
tal rate limits of communication channels. This fundamental rate limit of
a communication channel is coined as the channel capacity in the jargon
of information theory. Initially CSI was mostly assumed to be perfectly
available while computing the capacity (or capacity region) for different
channels/systems.

Although sparingly there were research activities dealing with channels
without channel knowledge assumption, termed as non-coherent channels,
this subject got real attention since the end of last decade. Since then many
communication channels have been analyzed and their capacities investi-
gated under this realistic non-coherent scenario. The fundamental impor-
tance of this subject stems from the fact that all communication channels
are non-coherent in nature and the CSI needs to be estimated, acquired or
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fed back at the expense of communication resources. The information theo-
retic analysis of non-coherent channels indicates the fundamental rate limits
without explicitly specifying how these can be approached, further moti-
vating researchers/engineers to develop transmission schemes/strategies to
achieve these limits.

Unfortunately, this fundamental information theoretic capacity analysis
is intractable save for the most simplistic unrealistic communication chan-
nels. This difficulty orients the stream of research to various asymptotic
regimes, like low or high signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) asymptotics or the anal-
ysis with asymptotically large number of antennas etc. The asymptotically
large SNR analysis of the capacity gives an expansion where log(P ) and
log log(P ) are the dominant terms. The coefficient of log(P ) is often termed
as the multiplexing gain, the pre-log or the degrees of freedom (DOF) of the
communication channel. The DOF of a channel/system is a very important
concept and one of its interpretations is the number of independent streams
that can be multiplexed over that channel.

SU multi-antenna block fading non-coherent channels were treated in
[23], [24] and later in [25] showing the existence of the log(P ) regime in
the high SNR capacity and specifying the pre-log. For symbol-by-symbol
stationary channels, the high SNR capacity analysis was conducted in [26],
[27], [28], [29]. It turns out that the non-coherent capacity is extremely
sensitive to the channel variation mechanism and normally underspread1

channels show a capacity growth with log(P ) (positive pre-log) whereas
overspread channels show only double logarithmic growth with SNR (zero
pre-log) rendering the communication highly power inefficient.

For multi-user DL channels, even if each single link is inherently simple
and well-studied, the system-level high SNR capacity/throughput analysis
might still become intractable due to the necessity of CSI acquisition and
the fact that the optimal feedback strategies are yet unknown. On the other
hand, MU channels require transmission and reception of independent data
streams to/from multiple users, making this setup just in line with the DOF
perspective. And hence the question of how many users can be transmitted
data simultaneously when CSI is not assumed rather acquired becomes very
interesting and relevant.

1Typical wireless channels are underspread in nature, i.e., the product of the channel
coherence time and the coherence bandwidth is much larger than one [29]. See [3] for
details.
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1.2.2 DL Sum Rate Maximization and CSIT Feedback

In a DL channel having a BS equipped with M transmit antennas and K
(K ≥ M) single antenna users, the first order term of the sum capacity is
M log(P ) [6], [30], [17]. The DL channels enjoy another gain due to selec-
tion possibility over surplus number of users, coined as multi-user diversity
benefit [12], showing the gains increasing with M log log(K) [13], [14].

These promising advantages of the broadcast MIMO don’t come for free
as with no CSIT and perfect CSIR, the first order term of the sum capacity is
only log(P ) because of the optimality of transmitting to a single user [2], [16],
[3]. Thus the CSIT of M users is required to achieve the full multiplexing
gain [17], [6]. Capturing the full multi-user diversity benefit of M log log(K)
in the sum rate, the CSIT from all of the system users is required.

It is known that for a DL channel with perfect CSI, dirty paper cod-
ing (DPC) is the capacity achieving strategy [31] but if CSI is not assumed
to be known, there are two basic fundamental questions yet unanswered.
First what is the maximum throughput of the system if it has to account
for the resource consumption for channel estimation and feedback transmis-
sion? Second what are the optimal feedback and data transmission strategies
for such a non-coherent system achieving the optimal throughput? These
questions become intractable because of the presence of enormous number of
underlying sub-problems for which the optimal solutions are not known. The
situation gets aggravated with the fact that the optimal solutions to some of
the sub-problems might be known if these problems are treated standalone,
but when analyzed the whole system, even the optimal solutions for the
sub-problems might not hold anymore.

Due to intractability of the most fundamental questions, it is still in-
teresting to study the maximum system throughput setup by introducing
the sub-optimal solutions for some of the sub-problems and try to determine
suitable/optimal solutions for relatively less studied sub-problems. One such
problem formulation could be to determine the amount of feedback which
maximizes the system throughput by using known transmission and user
scheduling techniques. There is an enormous volume of research publica-
tions analyzing the CSIT acquisition techniques and the feedback gains in
different scenarios but the primordial issue, which is usually ignored, is the
cost of obtaining the feedback at the BS. Similarly the time varying nature
of the channel and the finite channel coherence times are not given proper
attention while designing feedback schemes. Both the feedback gain and the
acquisition overhead increase with the amount of feedback and hence the
problem of how much feedback achieves the feedback gain-cost trade-off is
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of inherent fundamental nature and of wide practical importance.

It is well-known that to preserve the multiplexing gain of the DL channel
with SNR the quality of CSIT is of prime importance and the poor qual-
ity CSIT causes the sum rate saturation [17], [32]. That means the future
high speed DL data transfers will require very high quality CSIT at the BS
and hence a significant portion of the UL communication resources will be
used to carry this CSI traffic. Thus a very important sub-problem to the
global problem of the system throughput maximization can be formulated
as follows: How the CSIT quality can be refined further over the classical
CSIT acquisition schemes for fixed resource consumption? This problem has
been addressed for FDD systems [20], [17], [22] to some extent and a lot of
schemes have been proposed. On the other hand, the only existing CSIT
acquisition strategy for TDD systems is through exploitation of the channel
reciprocity, i.e., BS gets the CSIT by estimating the UL training sequences
transmitted by the users. Due to DL and UL traffic load management flex-
ibility and easy CSIT acquisition, TDD is attracting a lot of attention in
standardization groups as a duplexing strategy for upcoming wireless net-
works. Hence developing novel resource-efficient CSIT acquisition strategies
for TDD systems is a problem of utmost practical importance and may have
widespread impact on the future implementations of wireless standards.

1.2.3 Transmit Power Minimization with User Selection

In multi-antenna DL systems, the maximization of the sum rate has been
widely studied. Conditioned upon the availability of perfect CSI, the capac-
ity region is known and hence the optimal and a wide variety of sub-optimal
(but less complicated) transmission strategies have been treated and ana-
lyzed. In many practical wireless systems, maximizing the throughput may
not be the primary objective. A very important design objective for multi-
antenna MU systems is to achieve a particular link quality over all links
with minimum transmission power which is equivalent to achieving certain
signal-to-interference-and-noise ratios (SINR) or data rates over correspond-
ing links. This problem, in some sense, is the dual problem of the sum rate
maximization under a fixed power constraint. Certainly from an operator’s
perspective, the minimization of average transmit power to achieve these
SINR targets is of prime importance.

The problem of the minimization of the DL transmit power required to
meet users’ SINR constraints by joint optimization of transmit beamforming
(BF) vectors and power allocations was solved in [33] and [34] by exploiting
the duality of the UL and the DL channels. For Gaussian MU channels
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(either UL or DL), they showed that the problem of the minimization of
transmit power corresponding to certain SINR targets bears a relatively
simple solution due to the added structure which may be exploited by suc-
cessive interference cancellation (SIC) in UL or by dirty paper coding (DPC)
based encoding for known interference in DL channels and the results were
presented in [35], [36] and [34]. The authors of [37] studied the problem
of transmit power minimization under different user selection algorithms.
They studied the Gaussian multi-user system but without exploiting the
extra structure of this system through SIC in UL or through DPC in DL.
For the case of 2 users transmitted simultaneously, they obtained analytical
expressions for the average transmit power required for guaranteed rates
with norm-based user selection (NUS) and angle-based user selection (AUS)
schemes.

The current state-of-the-art for the joint problem of transmit power min-
imization and user scheduling raises more questions than the answers it
provides. Still open questions in this area include how does the minimum
average transmit power decay with the number of users or the number of
BS transmit antennas when SIC or DPC is employed. Similarly the optimal
user selection scheme for transmit power minimization has never been inves-
tigated. In the context of the sum rate maximization, the semi-orthogonal
user selection (SUS) has been shown to behave very close to the optimal [38]
and is widely believed to be the best greedy user selection strategy but no an-
alytical results for average transmit power are known when SUS is employed.
Hence the characterization of the minimum transmit power when SUS is em-
ployed and its performance comparison with other selection schemes are very
interesting research problems.

1.3 Thesis Outline and Contributions

The research work conducted in this thesis can be divided in three different
parts. Part I and II focus primarily on non-coherent SU and MU chan-
nels. Part I, comprising chapters 2 and 3, further focuses on high SNR
analysis following the degrees of freedom perspective. Part II, comprising
chapters 4 and 5, is the analysis of MU DL channels for the sum rate maxi-
mization where explicit feedback is taken into account and optimized. Part
III, consisting of chapter 6 alone, is the performance comparison of various
user selection algorithms for transmit power minimization to achieve certain
SINR constraints. In the following paragraphs, we give a brief overview of
the dissertation and describe the contributions on a per chapter basis.
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Chapter 2 - DOF for SISO Doubly Selective Channels

In this chapter, we consider stationary time- and frequency-selective chan-
nels with no assumption of CSI. We investigate the capacity behavior of
these doubly selective channels as a function of the channel parameters de-
lay spread, Doppler bandwidth and channel spread factor (the product of
the delay spread and the Doppler bandwidth). We study different large
SNR capacity regimes dominated either by log(P ) or log log(P ) depending
upon the channel conditions (delay spread, Doppler Bandwidth and channel
spread factor). For critically spread channels (channel spread factor of 1),
it is widely believed that the dominant term of the high-SNR expansion of
the capacity is of order log log(P ) or in other words, the pre-log is zero. We
provide a very simple novel transmission scheme showing that for critically
spread channels (even for mildly overspread channels) a non-zero pre-log
exists under certain conditions.

The DOF specification for doubly selective channels and the discovery of
the scheme showing non-zero pre-log for overspread channels are the main
contributions of this chapter. These results have been published in:

• Umer Salim and Dirk Slock, “Asymptotic capacity of underspread
and overspread stationary time- and frequency-selective channels”,
Proceedings of Information Theory and Applications Workshop (ITA
2008), San Diego, USA, January 28-30, 2008.

Chapter 3 - MU MIMO: DOF with no CSI

A MU DL system is considered with no initial CSI assumption at any of
the single-antenna receivers or the BS transmitter. It is shown that with
no feedback allowed the DL capacity region is bounded by the capacity of
a point-to-point MISO link and hence the multiplexing gain of the DL sum
rate is (1−1/T ) for a block fading channel of coherence length T . When the
BS is allowed to acquire CSI, operating under TDD mode, we give a simple
transmission scheme through which BS and all users get necessary CSI and
the high SNR sum rate shows multiplexing gain ofM [1−(M+1)/T ]. A tight
upper bound to this multiplexing gain is also provided. This analysis reveals
the important fact that the CSI quality at the transmitter must be refined
with the increase in DL SNR, otherwise the multiplexing capability of the BS
due to multiple antennas is lost. When this MU system is working under
FDD mode, another simple practically realizable transmission strategy is
proposed which provides necessary CSI to both sides with minimal resource
utilization and the high SNR DOF for the DL channel are specified. The
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given strategy makes the system fully scalable for data transmission in both
directions.

The work in this chapter has been published in:

• Umer Salim and Dirk Slock, “Broadcast channel : Degrees of Freedom
with no CSIR”, Proceedings of 46th Allerton Conference on Commu-
nication, Control and Computing (Allerton 2008), Monticello, Illinois,
USA, September 23-26, 2008.

• Umer Salim and Dirk Slock, “Multiuser MIMO downlink : multiplex-
ing gain without free channel information”, Proceedings of 4th IEEE
Broadband wireless access workshop, colocated with IEEE GLOBE-
COM 2008, New Orleans, LA, USA, November 30-December 4, 2008.

Chapter 4 - Feedback Optimization in MU TDD Systems

We study a TDD broadcast channel with initial assumption of channel in-
formation neither at the BS nor at the users’ side. We give two transmission
strategies through which the BS and the users get necessary CSI. A novel
lower bound of the sum rate is derived which reflects the rate loss compared
to a system with perfect CSIT and the corresponding approximate sum rate
expressions are developed for both schemes. These expressions capture fully
the benefits of the CSIT feedback, enjoying multi-user diversity gain and
better inter-user interference cancellation, and the cost of CSIT feedback.
These sum rate expressions, owing to their simplicity, can be optimized for
any set of system parameters to unveil the trade-off between the cost and
the gains associated to feedback.

The novel problem formulation for the sum rate maximization of a DL
channel, with no initial CSI assumption and where CSI acquisition is com-
pletely accounted for, and the derivation of a sum rate lower bound capturing
the cost-benefit trade-off of feedback are the contributions of this chapter.
This work has been published in:

• Umer Salim and Dirk Slock, “How many users should inform the BS
about their channel Information?”, Proceedings of 6th International
Symposium on Wireless Communication Systems (ISWCS 2009), Siena,
Italy, September 7-10, 2009.

• Umer Salim and Dirk Slock, “Transmission Strategies and Sum Rate
Maximization in Multi-User TDD Systems”, Proceedings of IEEE Global
Communications Conference (Globecom 2009), Hawaii, USA, Novem-
ber 30-December 4, 2009.
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and submitted as:

• Umer Salim and Dirk Slock, “How much FEEDBACK is Required
for TDD Multi-Antenna Broadcast Channels with User Selection?”,
EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing, (under revision).

Chapter 5 - Novel CSIT Acquisition Strategy for Reciprocal Chan-

nels

The CSIT acquisition for MU reciprocal systems is the problem treated in
this chapter for which the channel estimation at the BS making use of the
UL pilot sequences forms the classical CSIT acquisition strategy. We show
that this traditional TDD setup fails to fully exploit the channel reciprocity
in its true sense and the system can benefit from a combined CSIT acqui-
sition strategy mixing the use of limited feedback and that of a training
sequence. This combining gives rise to a very interesting joint estimation
and detection problem for which two iterative algorithms are proposed. An
outage rate based framework is also developed which gives the optimal re-
source split between training and feedback. The potential of this hybrid
combining is demonstrated in terms of the improved CSIT quality under a
global training and feedback resource constraint.

The novel hybrid CSIT acquisition strategy for MU reciprocal channels
is the major contribution of this chapter. The other contributions include
the proposition of iterative algorithms for the joint estimation and detection
problem with the convergence proof, and the outage rate based framework
which gives the optimal resource split between training and quantized feed-
back. The work in this chapter has been published in:

• Umer Salim, David Gesbert, Dirk Slock and Zafer Beyaztas, “Hybrid
pilot/quantization-based feedback in multi-antenna TDD systems”,
Proceedings of IEEE Global Communications Conference (Globecom
2009), Hawaii, USA, November 30-December 4, 2009.

and submitted as:

• Umer Salim, David Gesbert and Dirk Slock, “Combining Training and
Quantized Feedback in Multi-Antenna Reciprocal Channels”, IEEE
Transactions on Wireless Communications, (under revision).

Chapter 6 - Transmit Power Minimization with User Selection

In this chapter, we study the joint problem of the minimization of the av-
erage transmit power at the BS with user selection. The analytical results
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for the minimum average transmit power to attain specific SINR targets are
almost non-existent due to the intricate intertwined structure of the beam-
forming vectors of all users and the corresponding power allocation scalars,
the situation becoming even more complicated with the introduction of a
user selection process. Nevertheless, we characterize analytically the aver-
age transmit power required to meet guaranteed performance with various
user selection algorithms, namely SUS, NUS and AUS, in case when only 2
users are selected for simultaneous transmission. The SUS performs better
than the other presented selection algorithms due to its better user selection
mechanism. When more users are selected for simultaneous transmission,
the performance of SUS improves further relative to NUS and AUS.

The performance comparison of various user selection algorithms for the
objective of average transmit power minimization and the derivation of an-
alytical results, although under certain restrictions, are the contributions of
this chapter. These results have been published in:

• Umer Salim and Dirk Slock, “Performance of Different User Selection
Algorithms for Transmit Power Minimization”, Proceedings of 43rd
Asilomar Conference on Signals Systems and Computers (Asilomar
2009), California, USA, November 1-4, 2009.

In thesis writing, there are two somewhat contradictory objectives that
the authors like to achieve, i) avoiding repetition ii) having self-contained
chapters. Although both of these conflicting themes have their own merits,
we have certainly given preference to the second objective. Hence we have
tried to make self-contained chapters with as little repetition as possible.
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Chapter 2

DOF for SISO Doubly
Selective Channels

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Motivation

Information theoretic capacity analysis for different types of channel mod-
els started with somewhat unusual assumption that the channel is perfectly
known at the receiver or sometimes even assuming that the channel is known
at the transmitter. Inherently all channels are non-coherent in nature and
hence channel estimation is required to get CSIR and then some kind of
feedback (for FDD systems) or estimation (for reciprocal TDD systems) may
provide CSIT. The area of capacity analysis for non-coherent fading channels
has received considerable attention in recent years as it gives fundamental
limits of data communication without any CSI assumption. These funda-
mental capacity bounds for non-coherent channels serve as a benchmark for
judging the efficiency of all transmission schemes which make explicit use
of pilots or training sequences to estimate the channel and later use these
estimates for data detection. In this chapter, we deal with single-user SISO
channels where there is no feedback link and hence CSIT is non-existent
throughout the transmission. Furthermore the focus is kept on high SNR
regime where pre-log, the coefficient of log(P ), and pre-loglog, the coefficient

15
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of log log(P ), become the important capacity determining parameters.

2.1.2 The State of the Art

Usually block fading models have been being assumed for obtaining the
capacity bounds in the no CSIR case. In the standard version of this
model [23], the fading remains constant over a block of T symbol periods,
and changes independently from one block to another. Capacity bounds are
obtained by introducing training segments in an ad hoc fashion. For the
standard block fading model, the capacity is shown [23], [24] to grow loga-
rithmically with SNR at large values of SNR, thus log(P ) was shown to be
the dominant term of capacity. Later Liang and Veeravalli [25] allowed the
fading to vary inside the block with a certain correlation matrix character-
ized by its rank Q and showed for SISO channels that the capacity pre-log
is (1 −Q/T ). For block constant frequency selective channels with L taps,
the pre-log was shown to be (1 − L/T ) in [39].

Non-coherent capacity has also been analyzed with the channel fading
process taken to be symbol-by-symbol stationary. In this model, fading is
not independent but time selective without any block structure. Surpris-
ingly, this model leads to very different capacity results: contrary to log(P )
capacity growth in block fading channels, here the capacity grows only dou-
ble logarithmically with SNR at asymptotically large SNR [26], [40], [27]
when the fading process is non-bandlimited (the Doppler spectrum spans
the full transmission bandwidth); in this case the channel prediction error
is non-zero even if the infinite channel past is known.

For symbol-by-symbol stationary Gaussian fading channels, if the Doppler
spectrum is bandlimited (of limited support), then the fading process is
called non-regular and the prediction error given the infinite past goes to
zero. Lapidoth [28] studied the SISO case for this kind of fading processes
showing that the capacity grows logarithmically with SNR and the capacity
pre-log is the Lebesgue measure of the frequencies where the spectral density
of the fading process (Doppler spectrum) has nulls.

Etkin and Tse [29] study the same channel model of bandlimited fading
for MIMO systems; they show that the pre-log exists even for MIMO systems
with no CSIR for which they provide a lower bound of the MIMO capacity
pre-log.
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2.1.3 Contribution

The channels of interest in this chapter are non-coherent SISO doubly se-
lective channels where the channel has multiple taps varying in time as
stationary processes characterized by a Doppler spectrum. Their coherent
counterparts have a pre-log of one. For such non-coherent channels under
strict underspread assumption, we show that the loss in pre-log is equal to
the spread factor of the channel (the product of the delay spread and the
Doppler bandwidth). This result is not counter-intuitive as channel spread
in time or frequency introduces more channel parameters that need to be
estimated for coherent detection of the data. This result implies that the pre-
log should be zero when channel spread factor becomes one but we present
a simple scheme which shows the existence of log(P ) regime for overspread
channels. The channel conditions are specified which govern the range of
existence of this regime. At higher channel spread factors, the log(P ) term
vanishes and a log log(P ) term becomes the dominant capacity term, the
range of which is also specified.

2.1.4 Organization

After describing the system model in section 2.2, its representation using a
basis expansion model (BEM) is given in section 2.3. Section 2.4 presents
the capacity analysis for underspread channels. In section 2.5, a simple
transmission scheme is introduced showing the existence of the pre-log for
overspread channels with the associated conditions for the existence of this
pre-log and an analogy of the scheme from antenna deactivation strategy for
frequency-flat MIMO channels is also provided. In section 2.6, we discuss
the optimality of our transmission scheme. Then in section 2.7, we specify
the boundaries of the high SNR capacity regimes of log(P ) and log log(P ).
The chapter ends with some concluding remarks in section 2.8.

2.2 System Model

We consider a discrete-time SISO fading channel at symbol rate, having L
taps whose time-n output y[n] ∈ C is given by

y[n] =
√
P

L−1
∑

l=0

h[n, l]x[n − l] + z[n] (2.1)
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where x[n] ∈ C denotes the time-n channel input, the complex scalar h[n, l] ∈
C represents the l-th coefficient of the FIR (finite impulse response) channel
filter at time n consisting of circularly symmetric complex Gaussian com-
ponents of zero mean and unit variance, and z[n] ∈ C denotes the additive
white Gaussian noise. Here C denotes the complex field. The system is
normalized so that the channel input has an average power constraint of
E[|x[n]|2] ≤ 1.

The channel fading process {h[n, l]} for each tap l is assumed to be
stationary, ergodic and bandlimited. They are independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) across different taps l. The hypothesis of the bandlimited-
ness of the fading process is motivated by the physical limitations on mobile
speeds. For a mobile speed v, the maximum Doppler frequency magnitude
fmax for each path is fmax = v/λc where λc is the carrier wavelength. The
bandwidth of each fading process will be upper bounded by the two-sided
Doppler bandwidth 2fmax. We define the normalized Doppler bandwidth as
Bd = 2fmaxTs where Ts represents the symbol period, assuming the Doppler
spectrum has support between the two extreme Doppler shifts. In general,
Bd will denote the support of the Doppler spectrum. The hypothesis of ban-
dlimited Doppler spectrum is an approximation because the Doppler shifts
do not remain constant. Similarly, the hypothesis of limited delay spread
is an approximation. Limited values for Doppler and delay spreads can be
justified at a given working SNR.

The capacity pre-log is normally defined as

PreLog = lim
P→∞

C(P )

log(P )
(2.2)

whenever the capacity C(P ) is of order log(P ), and the capacity pre-loglog
is given by

PreLogLog = lim
P→∞

C(P )

log log(P )
(2.3)

whenever C(P ) is of order log log(P ).

2.3 Basis Expansion Model Representation

We shall assume here, without loss of generality, that the Doppler spectrum
is contiguous and that the demodulation is synchronized to the lower edge
of the Doppler Spectrum. To get a proper model for the doubly selective
channel, we start by considering block transmission with block length N .
Continuous transmission results will then be obtained by letting the block
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size N grow to infinity. Observing a signal over a block can always be
thought of as if the block considered is one period of a periodic process,
in which case the signal has a Fourier series expansion. This leads to a
Basis Expansion Model (BEM) for the time-varying channel coefficients in
which the basis functions are complex exponentials with frequencies at the
multiples of 1/N [41]. As the Doppler spectrum is bandlimited, we shall
take the BEM to be correspondingly bandlimited. We should note here that
we do not necessarily demand of the BEM to provide an exact description of
the channel statistics over the block of length N , as long as the description
becomes exact as the block length tends to infinity. The BEM leads to the
following representation for the channel coefficients over a block that starts
at time zero w.l.o.g.,

h[n, l] =

Nd−1
∑

m=0

Ψ[m, l]ej2πnm/N , n = 0, 1, · · · ,N − 1 (2.4)

where Nd = ⌈N Bd⌉. In the above equation, Ψ[m, l] are independent, un-
correlated, zero mean proper complex Gaussian random variables whose
variances are the values of the spectrum of the corresponding fading process
at the respective frequencies m/N . If the block transmission is alternatively
thought of as an isolated block (instead of a period of a periodic process),
then the windowing in time domain with a rectangular block of size N leads
to an interpolation in frequency domain between the frequencies m/N with
sin πNf
N sin πf which leads to something non-bandlimited, as indeed a signal cannot
be both time- and bandlimited. However, the process becomes bandlimited
as the block size N tends to infinity (see also [25]). To avoid inter-block
interference and facilitate the description in the frequency-domain, we add
a cyclic prefix of length L−1 making the total block length N+L−1. At the
receiver the first L− 1 received samples corresponding to the prefix are ne-
glected and the remaining N outputs, the inputs and the noise get collected
in vector form as y = [y[0] y[1] · · · y[N − 1]]T , x = [x[0] x[1] · · · x[N − 1]]T ,
z = [z[0] z[1] · · · z[N − 1]]T , leading to the system equation

y =
√
P Hx + z (2.5)

where H ∈ C
N×N is the channel matrix for this block and has the circulant

structure due to the addition of cyclic prefix.

We also need a system representation in which the roles of channel and
input are reversed. For this, we define a diagonal matrix Xi = diag(x[i], x[i+
1], · · · , x[i+N −1]) and X = [X0 X−1 · · · X−(L−1)]. Hence X ∈ C

N×NL is
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the system input for one block of lengthN . If hl = [h[0, l] h[1, l] · · · h[N−1, l]]T

and h = [h0
T h1

T · · · hL−1
T ]T then eq. (2.5) can be written as

y =
√
P Xh + z. (2.6)

Similar to channel components, by putting the uncorrelated coefficients of
BEM in vectors Ψl = [Ψ[0, l] · · · Ψ[Nd, l]]

T , eq. (2.4) takes the form of
hl = FΨl where F ∈ C

N×Nd is the (partial) IDFT matrix whose element
at n-th row and m-th column is given by ej2πnm/N . By regrouping BEM
coefficients of all channel taps in a vector Ψ = [ΨT

0 ΨT
1 · · · ΨT

L−1]T , we can
write

h = FcΨ, (2.7)

where Fc = IL ⊗ F with IL denoting an L-dimensional identity matrix and
⊗ represents the Kronecker product. With this eq. (2.6) can be written as

y =
√
P XFcΨ + z . (2.8)

2.4 Underspread Channels

Typically wireless channels are underspread in nature [3], so first of all we
study the capacity pre-log for doubly selective channels when they are un-
derspread (the product of the delay spread and the normalized Doppler
bandwidth is strictly less than one). We derive a lower and an upper bound
for the mutual information (MI) between the input x and the output y, de-
noted as I(x;y), of non-coherent doubly selective channels for which a BEM
was developed in the previous section. These bounds allow us to specify the
pre-log for such non-coherent underspread channels.
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Lemma 1 (Lower Bound of Mutual Information). For an underspread dou-
bly selective channel with delay spread of L symbol intervals and where each
channel tap can be represented using Nd independent BEM coefficients over
a block length of N symbol intervals, the following lower bound of the mutual
information at large SNR is achievable using Gaussian i.i.d. inputs.

lim
P→∞

1

N
I(x;y) ≥

(

1 − LNd

N

)

log(P ) +O(1) (2.9)

where O(1) represents a term which does not grow with SNR.

Proof. The proof of this lemma appears in Appendix 2.A.

Lemma 2 (Upper Bound of Mutual Information). For the same under-
spread doubly selective channel, an upper bound of the mutual information
at large SNR can be characterized as:

lim
P→∞

1

N
I(x;y) ≤

(

1 − LNd

N

)

log(P ) + o(log(P )) (2.10)

where o(log(P )) indicates that there might be lower order terms which depend
upon SNR (such as a log(log(P )) term) but they are negligible as compared
to log(P ) at very large values of SNR.

Proof. The proof of this lemma appears in Appendix 2.B.

Theorem 1 (Pre-Log for Underspread Doubly Selective Channels). For
a doubly selective underspread channel having a delay spread of L symbol
intervals and normalized Doppler bandwidth of Bd, the pre-log is given by:

PreLog = 1 − LBd (2.11)

Proof. Using the results from the previous two lemmas about the lower and
upper bounds on the mutual information of strictly underspread channels,
one can conclude that the pre-log is given by

PreLog =

(

1 − LNd

N

)

. (2.12)

Now we can let the block length N to go to infinity. The factor Nd which is
the total number of Fourier coefficients required to describe a single chan-
nel tap over block length N has its dependence upon N and the limiting
value of Nd/N with large block length turns out to be 2fmaxTs, a quantity
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we described as the normalized Doppler bandwidth in section 2.2. So the
capacity pre-log for underspread channels becomes 1 − LBd. It shows that
the loss in pre-log for a non-coherent SISO channel is equal to the channel
spread factor which is the average number of channel parameters per symbol
interval that can parameterize the channel.

2.5 Overspread Channels

In this section we treat the case of a channel which is overspread. Hence the
channel spread factor (the product of the delay spread of the channel and
the normalized Doppler bandwidth) is greater than one which would imply
that the pre-log obtained in the previous section for such doubly selective
channels (1−LBd) has already become zero. In fact according to the pre-log
expression of (1−LBd), the pre-log will become zero as soon as the channel
is critically spread (LBd = 1). Below we give a very simple scheme which
shows that the log(P ) term exists for overspread channels under certain
conditions.

2.5.1 Transmission Scheme

Our transmission scheme to realize log(P ) growth for overspread channels is
based upon zero padding. The zero padding is done in such a manner that
at the receiver side, each transmitted symbol appears without inter-symbol
interference (ISI) for at least one symbol interval. To achieve one output
sample free of ISI corresponding to each input symbol, each information
symbol is followed by ⌊L/2⌋ deterministic zeros. Hence each information
symbol gets received with no ISI at (⌊L/2⌋ + 1)-th symbol instant after
its transmission. For this scheme ⌊L/2⌋ input symbols are wasted (zero-
padded) corresponding to each single information symbol but focusing on ISI
free output samples gives the advantage that the effective channel becomes
frequency flat and each information symbol comes multiplied with the same
channel tap, the (⌊L/2⌋+1)-th tap. This scheme is explained in Figure 2.1.

Now we need to see what fraction of symbols we are able to transmit
in this zero-padded scheme where ⌊L/2⌋ symbols get wasted for each single
information symbol. So the fraction of the information symbols is

ntx =
1

⌊L/2⌋ + 1
(2.13)

Now keeping in mind that here we are interested in only a single channel tap
(which appears with ISI free output symbol) requiring Nd BEM coefficients
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Figure 2.1: Transmission Scheme Example for Overspread Channels
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to be estimated to be fully known over a block length N as we argued in
section 2.3. And to estimate a single channel tap, per symbol coefficients
required Nd/N was shown to be equal to the normalized Doppler bandwidth
Bd in section 2.4. We denote this fraction by nnyq, the minimum number of
samples required to estimate the channel

nnyq = lim
N→∞

Nd

N
= Bd (2.14)

If we want to estimate the channel by sending pilot symbols, we need to
transmit Bd fraction of pilots among the non-zero transmit symbols and
then this particular channel tap can be estimated by estimating its BEM
coefficients. But in this scheme, the total number of information symbols
transmitted is the fraction 1/(⌊L/2⌋ + 1). Now there is the possibility that
some degrees of freedom (DOF) are left even after estimating this particular
channel tap but that will depend upon the relative values of channel delay
spread L and normalized Doppler bandwidth Bd.

nDOF = ntx − nnyq =
1

⌊L
2 ⌋ + 1

−Bd (2.15)

So we can have coherent transmission albeit with imperfect channel es-
timate over this fraction nDOF (if this fraction is non-negative!) and so it
corresponds to a coherent channel with positive pre-log. Hence pre-log per
symbol interval is given by

PreLog = nDOF =
1

⌊L
2 ⌋ + 1

(

1 −Bd(⌊
L

2
⌋ + 1)

)

. (2.16)

Formal information theoretic proof for the achievability of the
above pre-log for overspread channels has been given in Appendix 2.C. Al-
though we don’t have a proof for the upper bound of the pre-log for this
transient regime but we conjecture that the pre-log achievable by this zero-
padding scheme is the pre-log for this regime.

2.5.2 Conditions for the Existence of the PreLog

First of all, the Doppler spectrum should not be of full support i.e. the
normalized Doppler bandwidth should be less than one Bd ≤ 1. If the nor-
malized Doppler bandwidth is one, even for frequency flat channels, channel
prediction becomes impossible hence coherent regime can never come into
play and the log(P ) term does not exist [28].
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The zero-padding scheme gives more strict restriction on the normalized
Doppler bandwidth than Bd ≤ 1. In our zero-padded transmission scheme,
we transmit a fraction 1/(⌊L/2⌋ + 1) number of symbols and the fractional
number of Nyquist samples required for minimal channel representation is
Bd. Hence the number of transmitted symbols over any block length should
be greater than Nyquist symbols required to have some positive DOF where
coherent operation can be carried out to obtain capacity growth with log(P ).
So this gives us the condition

Bd ≤ 1

⌊L
2 ⌋ + 1

. (2.17)

We can find out the channel parameter values where the pre-log given by
the zero-padded transmission scheme surpasses the pre-log (1−LBd) derived
in section 2.4. This gives us a lower bound on the normalized Doppler
bandwidth. Combining this lower bound with the upper bound given above,
we get

⌊L
2 ⌋

(⌊L
2 ⌋ + 1)(L− 1)

≤ Bd ≤ 1

⌊L
2 ⌋ + 1

. (2.18)

The left inequality shows the condition for an underspread channel where
the pre-log of this zero-padding scheme takes over the classical pre-log of (1−
LBd) and the right inequality shows the condition under which an overspread
channel shows positive pre-log with this scheme. The multiplication of the
above inequality with L gives us the corresponding bounds on the channel
spread factor.

2.5.3 Analogy with MIMO Systems

Suppose we are working with a MIMO system having M transmit and Mr

receive antennas. And each channel coefficient of Mr ×M MIMO matrix
is frequency flat and has normalized Doppler bandwidth of Bd. When the
channel is largely underspread (Bd < 1), from [32] the pre-log of this MIMO
system can be represented as

PreLog = M ′(1 −M ′Bd), (2.19)

where M ′ is given by the following expression

M ′ = min

(

M,Mr,
1

2Bd

)

. (2.20)
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M ′ is in fact the optimal number of transmit antennas which need to be
activated to get this pre-log corresponding to the capacity of this channel.
The active number of transmit antennas depends upon the channel spread
factor (which is equal to the normalized Doppler bandwidth for frequency
flat channels) in a fashion that as channel spread factor increases, one needs
to activate lesser and lesser number of transmit antennas.

The reason for this deactivation of transmit antennas is that the exis-
tence of log(P ) dominant regime requires coherent data detection and hence
channel coefficients need to be estimated. Although the deactivation of
transmit antennas reduces the spatial signaling dimensions, but so do the
number of channel parameters which need to be estimated making this op-
timal at relatively higher spread factors. The same reasoning makes our
scheme work where we sacrifice temporal signaling dimensions to reduce
the number of active channel parameters, getting the benefit of coherent
detection and resultantly positive/higher pre-log.

2.6 Conditional Optimality of the Scheme

In our transmission scheme with zero padding, we transmit one information
symbol in each block of (⌊L/2⌋ + 1) symbols. One can argue if more than
one symbol is transmitted and zero padding of the same size is done, there
might be the possibility of having more DOF and resultantly a higher pre-
log factor. In Figure 2.2, we explain this modified transmission scheme and
develop generalized pre-log expressions when more symbols are transmitted
and from this analysis we show the optimality of the scheme proposed in
section 2.5.1.

Suppose we choose to transmit s symbols and do zero padding of ⌊L/2⌋
symbols so the fraction of the symbols transmitted is

ntx =
s

⌊L/2⌋ + s
(2.21)

From the figure, we see that if s symbols are transmitted, to detect these
s symbols at the receiver involves the estimation of at least 2s − 1 channel
taps. For one channel tap, the BEM coefficients required per symbol interval
is Bd. Hence for our case where we have 2s − 1 channel taps involved, the
number of observations required is

nnyq = (2s − 1)Bd (2.22)

So DOF or the pre-log (the number of symbols available for coherent de-
tection after estimating the minimum required Nyquist samples) is given
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Figure 2.2: Channel Matrix with Modified Transmission Scheme

by

PreLog = ntx − nnyq =
s

⌊L/2⌋ + s
− (2s− 1)Bd. (2.23)

2.6.1 Optimality for Critically Spread Channels

The above expression of pre-log can be specialized to critically spread chan-
nels (the spread factor of 1) which gives Bd = 1/L. Hence in that case, the
pre-log is given by

PreLog =

{

L−(2s−1)2

2L(⌊L/2⌋+s) for L odd integer
L−2s(2s−1)
2L(⌊L/2⌋+s) for L even integer

This expression of pre-log gets maximized for s = 1 which gives the trans-
mission scheme given in section 2.5.1 hence proving the optimality of our
scheme at spread factor of 1 among other similar zero padded schemes.

2.6.2 General Condition

If the scheme with s (s ≥ 2) streams is better than zero-padding scheme
described in the previous section, then its pre-log should be higher than the
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pre-log of that scheme eq. (2.16) which gives us the following condition after
some manipulation

Bd ≤ 1

2(⌊L
2 ⌋ + 1)

⌊L
2 ⌋

⌊L
2 ⌋ + s

. (2.24)

On the other hand, the pre-log of the scheme with s streams should also
be higher than the conventional pre-log of 1 − LBd which gives another
condition on Bd

Bd ≥ 1

L+ 1 − 2s

⌊L
2 ⌋

⌊L
2 ⌋ + s

. (2.25)

Combining the above two inequalities with some algebra, we get the follow-
ing condition

1

L+ 1 − 2s
≤ Bd

(

⌊L
2 ⌋ + s

⌊L
2 ⌋

)

≤ 1

2(⌊L
2 ⌋ + 1)

. (2.26)

If we pick the terms on the extreme left and the extreme right of the above
inequalities, we get

s ≤ L

2
− ⌊L

2
⌋ − 1

2
, (2.27)

which is false for any value of s ≥ 2. This shows that the pre-log for any
scheme with s ≥ 2 information symbols and zero padding of ⌊L/2⌋ symbols
never beats the conventional pre-log of 1 − LBd and the pre-log of zero-
padding scheme given in eq. (2.16) at the same time, hence proving the
conditional optimality of the scheme among other such schemes.

2.7 Boundaries of Different Regimes of Capacity

In this section, we characterize the boundaries of logarithmic capacity regime
(where capacity scales with log(P )) and double logarithmic regime (where
capacity scales with log log(P )). We showed the optimality of our zero
padding transmission scheme among other schemes which may employ zero
padding in the previous section. This scheme is an extreme case of zero
padding and corresponds to the worst case scenario with higher spread fac-
tors so the boundaries of different capacity regimes like log(P ) and log log(P )
will be the same as given by this scheme.
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2.7.1 Boundaries of Logarithmic Scaling

For underspread channels, the dominant term of capacity is log(P ). From
our scheme which we explained in the previous sections, we conclude that
the log(P ) regime will be there as long as the following condition is satisfied.

Bd ≤ 1

⌊L
2 ⌋ + 1

(2.28)

It is important to mention that even overspread channels might satisfy this
condition and in that case show capacity growth with log(P ).

2.7.2 Boundaries of Double Logarithmic Scaling

The regime where the dominant term of capacity is log log(P ) starts when
the logarithmic regime log(P ) ends. Now we want to know when this dou-
ble logarithmic regime also ceases to exist. According to our transmission
scheme, no matter how large is the delay spread, we just do zero padding in
a manner such that at the receiver side, we get at least one ISI free sample
and the information symbols can be thought of passing through a frequency
flat channel. As energy detection (non-coherent) of frequency flat channels
gives log log(P ) growth of capacity [26], this log log(P ) regime will only stop
when the channel faces an infinitely long delay spread. And when this is the
case, high SNR capacity will be bounded giving no increase with increasing
SNR. This result has been rigorously proved later in [42].

2.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have derived the pre-log expression for underspread time-
and frequency selective channels. We proved the existence of log(P ) regime
of capacity growth for overspread channels under certain conditions of the
delay spread and the Doppler bandwidth of the channel with the help of a
very simple transmission scheme utilizing zero padding. The optimality of
this novel scheme is shown over other schemes employing zero padding for
overspread channels. We have specified the boundary where log(P ) regime
converts to log log(P ) regime. It is further indicated that for infinite delay
spread channels, even this double logarithmic regime ceases to exist.
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2.A Achievability for Underspread Channels

To show achievability, we select Gaussian i.i.d. inputs, denoted as xG. The
mutual information between the input and the output of the doubly selective
channel eq. (2.5) over the block length N is given by

I(xG;y) = I(xG,H;y) − I(H;y|xG)

= I(xG;y|H) + I(H;y) − I(H;y|xG)

≥ I(xG;y|H) − I(H;y|xG). (2.29)

Equalities here follow by the introduction of the channel matrix H and
by using the chain rule of mutual information [2] multiple times and the
inequality follows from the non-negativity of the mutual information [2].

First term in the above inequality is the mutual information when the
channel is known and can be evaluated readily

I(xG;y|H) = H(y|H) −H(y|H,xG) = H(y|H) −H(z).

Here we use the definition of mutual information as the difference of differen-
tial entropies [2], where H(.) denotes the differential entropy of its argument.
As the input xG is i.i.d. Gaussian so y given H is also Gaussian distributed
with zero mean and a covariance of E[yy†|H] = PHH† + IN, so

I(xG;y|H) = E log |PHH† + IN|. (2.30)

HH† will be a full rank matrix due to its block diagonal structure and
Gaussian entries, hence at high SNR, the above mutual information can be
expressed as

lim
P→∞

I(xG;y|H) = N log(P ) +O(1) (2.31)

Now we bound the second mutual information term in eq. (2.29) using the
model from eq. (2.6)

I(H;y|xG) = I(h;y|XG) = H(y|XG) −H(y|h,XG),

where the entropy of y given h and XG is equal to the entropy of the
i.i.d. Gaussian noise vector z because of the invariability of the entropy
due to deterministic translations [2] and y given XG is zero mean Gaussian
distributed with covariance E[yy†|XG] = PXGKhX

G† + IN where Kh de-
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notes the covariance matrix of the NL length channel vector h.

I(H;y|xG)
a
= E log |PXGKhX

G† + IN|
b
= E log |PKhX

G†XG + INL|
c
≤ log |PKhE(XG†XG) + INL|
d
= log |PKh + INL| (2.32)

Equality (b) follows from the determinant identity |I + AB| = |I + BA|,
(c) uses the Jensen’s inequality and (d) follows as E(XG†XG) = INL. As

h = FcΨ so Kh = FcKΨF
†
c where KΨ is the diagonal covariance matrix of

LNd length BEM coefficient vector Ψ due to its uncorrelated entries and
the above equation becomes

I(H;y|xG)
a
≤ log |PFcKΨF†

c + INL|
b
= log |PKΨF†

cFc + ILNd
|

c
= log |PKΨ + ILNd

|

d
=

LNd
∑

i=1

log[Pψi + 1]. (2.33)

In (b), we again use the determinant identity |I + AB| = |I + BA| and (c)

follows as F
†
cFc = ILNd

. ψi denotes the i-th diagonal element of KΨ. At
high SNR, this mutual information is given by

lim
P→∞

I(H;y|xG) ≤ LNd log(P ) +O(1). (2.34)

Combining equations (2.29), (2.31) and (2.34), we get the following lower
bound of the mutual information

lim
P→∞

I(xG;y) ≥ (N − LNd) log(P ) +O(1). (2.35)

2.B Upper Bound of MI for Underspread Chan-
nels

To derive the upper bound on the mutual information between the input
and the output of the channel eq. (2.5) over the block length N , we split
the output vector y ∈ C

N in two vectors, one consisting of first LNd entries
and the other having the rest of N − LNd entries, respectively denoted as
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y1 and y2. The noise vector z ∈ C
N is divided in z1 and z2 in the same

manner.

I(x;y) = I(x;y1,y2)

= I(x;y1) + I(x;y2|y1) (2.36)

Now we try to upper bound both of the terms in the above equation
separately. We treat the second term as

I(x;y2|y1)
a
= H(y2|y1) −H(y2|y1,x)
b
≤ H(y2) −H(y2|y1,x,H)
c
≤ (N − LNd) (H(y[N − 1]) −H(z[N − 1])) . (2.37)

(a) is the definition of MI in terms of differential entropy, (b) follows because
conditioning reduces the entropy and (c) uses the independence bound [2]
and because with x and H known, the randomness in y is only due to the
noise. y[N−1] is zero mean and its variance is E[y[N−1]y[N−1]†] = PL+1
due to i.i.d. Gaussian channel taps of unit variance. Hence at high SNR,
this gives

lim
P→∞

I(x;y2|y1) ≤ (N − LNd) log(P ) +O(1). (2.38)

For the first term I(x;y1) in eq. (2.36), the input vector x ∈ C
N is split

in two vectors, x1 = [x[0] · · · x[LNd − 1] x[N − 1 + L] · · · x[N − 1]]T and
x2 = [x[LNd] · · · x[N − 2 + L]]T .

I(x;y1)
a
= I(x1;y1) + I(x2;y1|x1)
b
= I(x1;y1) (2.39)

(a) follows from the chain rule and (b) follows because given x1, the only
randomness in y1 is due to the corresponding channel coefficients and the
noise, both of which are independent of x2 and hence I(x2;y1|x1) = 0. The
term I(x1;y1) represents the mutual information for an overspread channel
as the number of observations available are LNd and same is the number of
minimal independent BEM coefficients which need to be estimated. So this
term gives no growth with log(P ) and has capacity of the order of o(log(P )).
Thus combining equations (2.36), (2.38) and (2.39), the upper bound of the
mutual information at high SNR is given by

lim
P→∞

I(x;y) ≤ (N − LNd) log(P ) + o(log(P )). (2.40)
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2.C Achievability for Overspread Channels

Here we derive a lower bound on the achievable data rate of overspread chan-
nels with the zero-padded transmission scheme described in section 2.5.1. In
this scheme, we transmit one symbol and do zero padding of ⌊L/2⌋ sym-
bols and so on. Thus the input vector x can be split in two vectors, one
vector xa containing all the non-zero input samples and the other xb con-
taining all the zero-padded input samples. So xa has samples of x from
indices {i(⌊L/2⌋ + 1), i = 0, 1, · · ·N/(⌊L/2⌋ + 1)}. Similarly we split the
output samples in two groups, ones which appear with no ISI and the other
samples where we get sum of multiple input samples weighted with chan-
nel coefficients. We denote ya as the vector of output samples which ap-
pear without ISI and hence they contain sample values of y at time indices
{i(⌊L/2⌋+1)+⌊L/2⌋, i = 0, 1, · · ·N/(⌊L/2⌋+1)} and yb denotes the vector
of the rest of the output samples. So the achievable data rate, denoted by
RN , is

RN
a
= I(x;y) = I(xb;y) + I(xa;y|xb)
b
= I(xa;y|xb)
c
= I(xa;ya|xb) + I(xa;yb|xb,ya)
d
≥ I(xa;ya|xb) (2.41)

(b) follows as xb is deterministically zero, giving I(xb;y) = 0 and (d) follows
from the non-negativity of the mutual information.

Each element in xa has a one-to-one relationship with the corresponding
element of ya given by:

ya[i+ ⌊L/2⌋] =
√
Pxa[i]h[i + ⌊L/2⌋, ⌊L/2⌋] + z[i+ ⌊L/2⌋] (2.42)

where i = 0, 1, · · ·N/(⌊L/2⌋+1). This equation represents the input-output
relationship for a frequency flat time varying channel for which high SNR
capacity results are known in the non-coherent case [25]. For the mutual
information term I(xa;ya|xb), both the input and the output have length
N/(⌊L/2⌋+1) which plays the role of the block length in this case. Now there
is only a single channel tap which needs to be estimated for the coherent
data detection and requires the estimation of Nd BEM coefficients for this
block, the rank of the channel covariance matrix for this particular tap.
Hence in a straightforward manner, using the result from [25], we can write

lim
P→∞

RN ≥
(

N

⌊L
2 ⌋ + 1

−Nd

)

log(P ) +O(1). (2.43)
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This is the rate over the block length of N symbol intervals, so the pre-log
per channel use is given by

PreLog ≥ 1

⌊L
2 ⌋ + 1

(

1 − (⌊L
2
⌋ + 1)

Nd

N

)

. (2.44)

While deriving large block length asymptotics for underspread channels, we
showed that for very large values of N , the factor Nd/N is equal to Bd, the
normalized Doppler bandwidth. Hence the pre-log for the novel zero-padded
transmission scheme is lower bounded as

PreLog ≥ 1

⌊L
2 ⌋ + 1

(

1 − (⌊L
2
⌋ + 1)Bd

)

. (2.45)



Chapter 3

MU MIMO: DOF with no
CSI

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Motivation

This chapter focuses on high SNR capacity analysis like Chapter 2 where pre-
log or DOF becomes the capacity determining parameter but both differ in
certain aspects. Contrary to the previous chapter which treats single-user
point-to-point channels, this chapter treats multi-user downlink channels
which require the availability of CSI at the transmitter to be fully opera-
tional. The other major difference is in the time variation pattern of the
channel model. Chapter 2 treats continuously time-varying per-symbol sta-
tionary channel whereas in this chapter block fading cyclo-stationary chan-
nels are considered. A fully cognizant DL channel, comprising of an M -
antenna BS communicating with K single-antenna users (K ≥ M) in the
DL direction, can enjoy data rates M times larger than a single antenna
BS [6], [30], [17]. The fact that practically all channels are non-coherent in
nature poses a serious question to this cognizant scaling law of the DL chan-
nel capacity. Hence a natural question to ask is what is the multiplexing
gain of a DL channel if impractical assumptions of the presence of CSI are
removed and the users and the BS have to acquire channel knowledge at the

35
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expense of available communication resources.

We make no assumption of the presence of CSI but the BS and the users
are not prevented from learning, feeding back the channel and subsequently
use this information for precoding/decoding of data. If CSI is not assumed
to be there, the users (receivers) need to estimate the channels implicitly
(data aided) or explicitly by some kind of training (pilots transmission)
to get CSIR. The CSIT acquisition varies depending upon the duplexing
mode of the system. For FDD systems, the CSIT is acquired when the
users feedback their estimated forward channel information on the reverse
link. On the other hand for TDD systems, the reciprocity implies that the
forward channel matrix is the transpose of the reverse channel matrix [18],
hence facilitating the CSIT acquisition by simple pilot transmission from
the user terminals to the BS.

3.1.2 The State of the Art

Most of the references related to this work have already been described in
Chapter 1 so we keep the discussion to minimum. With perfect assumption
of CSI, the broadcast channel with M -antenna BS and K (K ≥ M) single-
antenna users shows multiplexing gain of M [6], [30], [17] and a multi-user
diversity [12] benefit of M log log(K). The same broadcast channel with
perfect CSIR and no CSIT has no multi-user diversity gain and a multiplex-
ing gain of only one as single user transmission becomes optimal in such a
scenario [2], [16], [3]. For K ≥ M , the CSIT of M users is indispensable
to achieve the full multiplexing gain [17], [6] and capturing the multi-user
diversity benefit of M log log(K) in the sum rate requires the CSIT avail-
ability of all of these K users where normally K could be much larger than
M .

3.1.3 Contribution

In this chapter, contrary to the previous chapter where we analyzed un-
derspread and overspread channels, the channels of concern are strictly un-
derspread fading channels, although high SNR regime rests the focus of
attention. When no feedback is allowed to the BS throughout the transmis-
sion, it is shown that the DL capacity region is bounded by the capacity of
a point-to-point MISO link and hence the multiplexing gain of the DL sum
rate is (1− 1/T ) for a block fading channel of coherence length T . Our next
objective is to analyze the DOF of the broadcast channel when the system
is allowed to acquire CSIT. For a broadcast channel operating under TDD
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regime, we give a transmission scheme where the BS is made to learn users’
channels and with which multiplexing gain (DOF) of M [1 − (M + 1)/T ] is
achievable. The breakdown of this strategy reveals that the CSIT quality
should be imperatively refined with DL SNR otherwise the multiplexing gain
of the multi-antenna DL channel is lost. An upper bound to the DOF of
this DL channel is also obtained by letting all the users collaborate among
themselves. The brief analysis of the broadcast channel operating under
FDD mode is also carried out by providing a practical transmission scheme,
serving to furnish CSI to the BS and all the users followed by data trans-
mission, and the achievable DOF corresponding to this scheme are specified.
This scheme enables the efficient use of UL FDD system resource without
any further exchange of information, making the system practically scalable
for bi-directional data transmission.

3.1.4 Organization

The system model is described in section 3.2. In section 3.3, we analyze the
capacity of a broadcast channel when no feedback is allowed to the BS. Next
two sections deal with a TDD broadcast channel when feedback is allowed. A
complete transmission strategy to provide CSI is given in section 3.4. Section
3.5 gives lower and upper bounds for the sum rate and the multiplexing gain,
with a short note on the significance of the CSIT quality refinement. After
this, the chapter focuses on FDD broadcast channels giving a suitable DL
transmission strategy and specifying high SNR DOF in section 3.6. The
conclusions of this chapter are summarized in section 3.7.

3.2 System Model

The system we consider consists of a BS having M transmit antennas and
K single-antenna user terminals. In the downlink, the signal received by
k-th user yk can be expressed as

yk = h
†
kx + zk, k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (3.1)

where h
†
1, h

†
2, . . . ,h

†
K are the DL channel vectors of users 1 through user K

with hk ∈ C
M×1, x ∈ C

M×1 denotes the channel input and z1, z2, . . . , zK
are independent complex Gaussian additive noise terms with zero mean
and unit variance. We denote the concatenation of the channels by H† =
[h1h2 · · ·hK], so H is the K × M forward channel matrix with k-th row

equal to the channel of k-th user (h†
k). The channel input from the BS must
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satisfy an average transmit power constraint of P i.e., E[||x||2] ≤ P which
is equal to the average SNR at each user as the noise at each user has been
normalized to have unit variance.

Figure 3.1: Multi-User MIMO System Model

The channel is assumed to be block fading having coherence length of T
symbol intervals during which fading remains the same, with independent
fading from one block to the next [23]. The entries of the forward chan-
nel matrix H are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex
Gaussian with zero mean and unit variance.

The uplink channel matrix for all users is G = [g1g2 · · · gK], where
gk ∈ C

M×1 is the channel for k-th user, comprising of i.i.d. zero mean
unit variance Gaussian distributed entries. When the system is operating
under TDD mode, G = HT due to perfect reciprocity assumption. When
the system operates under FDD mode, we assume that the bandwidths
allocated for UL and DL undergo independent fading realization and the
UL channel is also T length block fading with synchronized switching point.

In broadcast channels, the number of users (K) could be larger than
the number of BS transmit antennas (M). With CSI available, K = M
single-antenna users are sufficient to achieve full DOF M of the DL chan-
nel [43] and surplus users can provide only multi-user diversity gain [12]
adding nothing to the pre-log. In this chapter, our main point of concern is
the multiplexing gain or the DOF of non-coherent broadcast channel so we
restrict the number of users K equal to M . Practically this mimics the sit-
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uation when a scheduling algorithm chooses M out of K users independent
of their channel realizations.

3.3 Broadcast channel with No CSIT

For the discussion in this section, the BS is kept oblivious of the CSIT
throughout the transmission. This portrays a practical scenario where the
user terminals are inexpensive devices with only the reception capabilities.

For a no CSIT broadcast channel where all the users are symmetrically
distributed and each user (receiver) knows its own channel perfectly, the
sum capacity of this channel is equal to the capacity of the point-to-point
channel from the transmitter to any one of the receivers. Thus TDMA is the
optimal strategy in this case of no CSIT [2], [16], [3] and the multiplexing
gain of such a broadcast channel with CSIR and no CSIT becomes only one.

In this section, we focus on the broadcast channel where even the users
have no channel information (no CSIR case). Because of the symmetry of
the fading distributions among users, these channels fall under the category
of “bottleneck channels” of Cover [16]. So any code transmitted by the
BS which is decodable at any user i is also decodable at any other user j
implying that every user can decode all the information transmitted by the
BS for all the users. Hence the capacity region of such a broadcast channel
is bounded by the capacity of a single user channel from the BS to any one
of the users. And the maximum sum rate with the restriction of no feedback
is given by

RNO−FB
sum = CSU, (3.2)

where CSU is the single-user capacity of a non-coherent MISO link from M -
antenna BS to any of the single antenna users. Although, for the case of
interest (no CSIT, no CSIR), exact expression even for CSU is not known
but high SNR asymptotics are available. Using the non-coherent capacity
result of block fading channel from [24], we can write

RNO−FB
sum =

(

1 − 1

T

)

log(P ) + o(1), (3.3)

where o(1) is a term that does not depend upon SNR at large SNR. Hence
the exact multiplexing gain of a broadcast channel, with no initial CSI and
no CSIT throughout, is given by

PreLog = 1 − 1

T
. (3.4)
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The achievability of this DOF is straightforward. The BS activates any
one of its M transmit antennas and we also focus on a single user. This
reduces the broadcast channel to a point-to-point SISO channel. In each
coherence block of length T , first symbol is dedicated to training when the
selected user estimates the only channel coefficient present. On the rest
of T − 1 symbol intervals, user decodes the data based upon this channel
knowledge, so extracting T − 1 DOF in each coherence block of T symbol
intervals, matching the rate of equation (3.3).

The analysis carried out in this section tells us that for a broadcast
channel with M transmit antennas and K single antenna users, having no
initial CSI and no CSIT throughout the transmission, the capacity region is
bounded by the capacity of an M × 1 MISO link. Thus, in this particular
scenario, the existence of multiple users gives no gain at any SNR.

3.4 TDD Broadcast Channel - Transmission Strat-
egy

For anM -antenna BS communicating withK = M single antenna users with
perfect CSI, the first order term of the sum capacity is M log(P ) [43]. This
term reduces to log(P ) if only CSIR is available, giving the strong motivation
of having a learned transmitter BS. So in this section, a transmission scheme
is proposed which provides necessary CSI for a TDD DL system. Later
based upon the proposed strategy, rate bounds are derived and analyzed in
the next section.

In this scheme, the block fading channel coherence length of T channel
uses is divided in three phases: 1) uplink training, 2) downlink training
and 3) coherent data transmission. The first phase is the UL training phase

Figure 3.2: Transmission Phases for TDD System

which serves to provide CSIT. Based upon this channel information, BS may
choose some transmission strategy which could be a simple linear beamform-
ing strategy like zero forcing (ZF), some non-linear strategy like vector per-
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turbation or the optimal DPC. The second phase is the DL training phase
where the BS transmits pilots so that the users estimate their corresponding
effective channels. When this second phase ends, both sides of the broad-
cast channel have necessary CSI, albeit imperfect. This makes possible the
coherent data transmission and reception in the third data phase. Below we
give a detailed analysis of the transmission phases and the BS processing
steps for this scheme.

3.4.1 Uplink Training Phase

In this training phase, users transmit pilot sequences which are known to the
BS. Due to TDD system with perfect reciprocity, uplink channel estimates
at the BS provide CSIT and this training behaves equivalent to the analog
feedback from the users. Hence working with TDD systems, we use the terms
uplink training and feedback synonymously. As there are K = M users, so
the length of this uplink training interval is T1 ≥M . Here we suppose that
the power constraint of each user is Pu. For this uplink training, the use of
orthogonal training sequences by all users is attractive in the sense that all
users can transmit simultaneously to the BS with their full power without
interfering with each other. If pilot signal matrix (combined from all users)
is

√
T1A where A is an M × T1 unitary matrix then AA† = IM. If Yu

denotes the M × T1 matrix of the received signal by M antennas of the BS
in this training interval of length T1, the system equation for this uplink
training phase becomes

Yu =
√

PuT1GA + Zu, (3.5)

where Zu is an M×T1 matrix having i.i.d. zero mean unit variance complex
Gaussian noise entries at the BS antennas during this training phase and
G denotes the M ×M uplink channel matrix. As pilot signal matrix A is
known at the BS, it can formulate an MMSE estimate of the uplink channel
matrix G which is given by

Ĝ =

√
PuT1

PuT1 + 1
YuA

†. (3.6)

The TDD reciprocity of this broadcast channel dictates that the DL channel
matrix is just the transpose of the UL channel matrix, giving Ĥ = ĜT. The
channel vector for user k can be expressed as hk = ĥk + h̃k where h̃k is
the estimation error vector with i.i.d. Gaussian entries. All entries in the
channel matrix are independent hence CSIT estimation error variance for
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any channel entry, denoted by σ2
h, is given by

σ2
h = E[|Hij − Ĥij |2] =

1

PuT1 + 1
. (3.7)

The CSIT estimation error variance for each channel coefficient goes in-
versely proportional to the training length T1 and the power constraint of
the user terminals Pu. Furthermore, the length of this UL training phase T1

depends solely upon the number of users and is completely independent of
the number of BS antennas.

3.4.2 BS Transmission Strategy: ZF Precoding

It is known that the DPC is the capacity achieving transmission scheme for
MIMO broadcast channels and achieves the full capacity region [31] but its
implementation is quite tedious. So a lot of research has been carried out to
analyze the performance of simpler linear precoding schemes. ZF precoding,
one of the simplest linear precoding strategy, has been shown to behave quite
optimally at asymptotically high values of SNR and achieves the full DOF of
a coherent broadcast channel [43]. In this chapter, we are mainly interested
in analyzing the achievable DOF hence BS uses ZF precoding based upon
the knowledge of the forward channel matrix obtained through explicit UL
training.

In ZF precoding, beamforming vector for user k (denoted as v̄k), is
selected such that it is orthogonal to the channel vectors of all other users.
ZF beamforming vectors are the normalized columns of the inverse of the
channel matrix H. Hence for ZF with perfect CSIT, each user receives only
the beam directed to it and no multi-user interference is experienced. For
the case in hand, where the BS has imperfect estimate of the channel matrix,
there will be some residual interference. If we represent ZF beamforming
matrix by V̄ = [v̄1v̄2 · · · v̄M], the transmitted signal x becomes x = V̄u

where u is the data vector with uk data intended for k-th user. Thus the
signal received by k-th user (3.1) can be expressed as

yk = h
†
kV̄u + zk

= h
†
kv̄kuk +

∑

j 6=k

h
†
kv̄juj + zk. (3.8)

The choice of ZF beamforming unit vectors based upon imperfect CSIT
makes the k-th user receive some signal intended for j-th user (j 6= k)
through its effective channel

h
†
kv̄j = ĥ

†
kv̄j + h̃

†
kv̄j = h̃

†
kv̄j, (3.9)
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hence the received signal at k-th user becomes

yk = h
†
kv̄kuk +

∑

j 6=k

h̃
†
kv̄juj + zk

= hk,kuk +
∑

j 6=k

hk,juj + zk. (3.10)

hk,k = h
†
k
v̄k is the effective scalar channel for user k and hk,j = h

†
k
v̄j are

the interference coefficients which arise due to ZF beamforming based upon
imperfect CSIT.

3.4.3 Downlink Training Phase

ZF based upon perfect CSIT creates non-interfering SISO links from the BS
to the users. Here the CSIT and the ZF beamforming vectors are imperfect
so each user receives some unwanted signal contribution from the beams
directed to other users. This interference is of the same order as of the
channel noise so, for this DL training phase, we let the BS activate all the
beams simultaneously for T2 symbol intervals. So in each symbol interval,
every user receives the pilot through its effective scalar channel, the Gaussian
noise of the channel and the interference due to imperfect channel estimates
and ZF beamforming vectors.

yk = hk,kuk +
∑

j 6=k

hk,juj + zk (3.11)

Based upon this received signal and the known pilots, k-th user forms the
MMSE estimate ĥk,k of the effective scalar channel hk,k which is given by

ĥk,k =
E[hk,ky

†
k]

E[yky
†
k]
yk

=

√

PT2
M

PT2
M + PT2

M (M − 1)σ2
h + 1

yk. (3.12)

(See Appendix 3.A for the details of the derivation of this estimator.)
The unit vector v̄k is independent of hk due to its construction, so effective
scalar channel hk,k = h

†
kv̄k is zero mean complex Gaussian with unit vari-

ance. As a result, MMSE estimate ĥk,k and the estimation error h̃k,k, giving
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hk,k = ĥk,k + h̃k,k, are complex Gaussian distributed as below.

ĥk,k ∼ CN
(

0,
PT2
M

PT2
M + PT2

M (M − 1)σ2
h + 1

)

h̃k,k ∼ CN
(

0,
PT2
M (M − 1)σ2

h + 1
PT2
M + PT2

M (M − 1)σ2
h + 1

)

This simultaneous activation of all the ZF beams from the BS to provide
CSIR has the advantage that the length of this DL training phase T2 becomes
independent of the number of BS transmit antennas and the number of
users (so can be reduced to one in the extreme case). On the negative
side, it has the disadvantage of producing larger estimation error for the
estimation of effective channel due to the presence of interference caused
by beams meant for other users. So if CSIT is not of good quality (which
would imply relatively large imperfections in the ZF beamforming vectors
and hence significant power in the interfering beams), it might be a good
idea to activate the beams one by one at the BS for this training process
removing the interference.

3.4.4 Coherent Data Phase

After the two training phases, first in the uplink and second in the downlink
direction, both the BS and all the users have imperfect channel estimates
hence coherent data transmission is possible. We adopt the strategy of
independent data transmission to all users from the BS with power equally
divided among them. So k-th user information signal uk is Gaussian i.i.d.,
i.e, uk ∼ CN (0, P/M). The intuition is that, in case of perfect CSI, Gaussian
signals are the optimal ones. With ZF beamforming employed, the signal
yk, received by k-th user (3.10), may be expressed as

yk = ĥk,kuk + h̃k,kuk +
∑

j 6=k

hk,juj + zk. (3.13)

Contrary to eq. (3.10) where user k is unaware of its scalar channel hk,k, eq.
(3.13) effectively represents a point-to-point coherent channel with channel
ĥk,k known at k-th user, although there is Gaussian noise, some interference
coming from ZF beamforming vectors of other users and the noise due to
imperfect estimation of the effective channel at user’s side.
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3.5 TDD Broadcast Channel - DOF Bounds

3.5.1 Achievable Rate of the Scheme

If we denote the rate achievable by k-th user as Rk, it is the mutual infor-
mation I between uk and yk with known channel ĥk,k

Rk = I(uk; yk). (3.14)

In this case, the expression for the mutual information of known scalar
channel cannot be used because of the presence of interference terms whose
distributions are unknown. If we combine the noise, the interference and
the estimation error contribution present in the observed signal eq. (3.13)
in an effective additive noise wk, then

wk = h̃k,kuk +
∑

j 6=k

hk,juj + zk. (3.15)

Now the variance of this effective noise conditioned upon the effective scalar
channel estimate ĥk,k is required to evaluate the above mutual information
expression which is given as

E[wkw
†
k|ĥk,k] = E[|h̃k,k|2]E[|uk|2] +

∑

j 6=k

E[|hk,j|2|ĥk,k]E[|uj |2] + E[|zk|2].

All the expectations in the above equation are known except E[|hk,j|2|ĥk,k]
which is difficult to compute.

E[wkw
†
k|ĥk,k] =

P

M

PT2
M (M − 1)σ2

h + 1
PT2
M + PT2

M (M − 1)σ2
h + 1

+
P

M

∑

j 6=k

E[|hk,j|2|ĥk,k] + 1

(3.16)
Due to the use of MMSE estimation in the DL training, the signal becomes
uncorrelated with the noise and all interfering terms giving

E[uk(h̃k,kuk +
∑

j 6=k

hk,juj + zk)
†] = 0. (3.17)

The above expectation is zero because of the property of uncorrelated MMSE
estimation error, the use of independent signals for different users and that
the noise is independent of everything else. With all additive noise terms
uncorrelated with the desired signal, we can invoke Theorem 1 from [44]
which states that the worst case uncorrelated noise has zero mean Gaussian
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distribution. So we can replace the effective scalar additive noise wk of
unknown distribution with a noise of the same second moment but having
Gaussian distribution. It will give a lower bound to the rate Rk of k-th user
but the mutual information can be written as

Rk ≥ Eĥk,k
log

(

1 +
|ĥk,k|2E|uk|2
E[wkw

†
k|ĥk,k]

)

= Eĥk,k
log

(

1 +
P

M

|ĥk,k|2
E[wkw

†
k|ĥk,k]

)

(3.18)

3.5.2 High SNR DOF of the Achievable Sum Rate

The rate for k-th user derived in eq. (3.18) can further be lower bounded as

Rk ≥ Eĥk,k
log

(

P

M

|ĥk,k|2

E[wkw
†
k|ĥk,k]

)

= Eĥk,k
log

(

P

M
|ĥk,k|2

)

− Eĥk,k
log
(

E[wkw
†
k|ĥk,k]

)

≥ Eĥk,k
log

(

P

M
|ĥk,k|2

)

− log
(

E[wkw
†
k]
)

, (3.19)

where the first inequality becomes a good approximation at large SNR and
the last inequality follows from the Jensen’s inequality. With this, we only
need to compute the 2nd moment of wk which is readily shown to be

σ2
w = E[wkw

†
k] =

P

M

PT2
M (M − 1)σ2

h + 1
PT2
M + PT2

M (M − 1)σ2
h + 1

+ (M − 1)
P

M
σ2

h + 1, (3.20)

because

E[|hk,j|2] = E[|h̃†
k
v̄j|2] = σ2

h =
1

PuT1 + 1
. (3.21)

As all of the users are symmetrically distributed, so the sum rate of this
broadcast channel is given by

RTDD
sum =

T − T1 − T2

T
MRk (3.22)

≥ T − T1 − T2

T
M

[

Eĥk,k
log

(

P

M
|ĥk,k|2

)

− log(σ2
w)

]

,

where we have also incorporated the DOF loss in the sum rate due to two
training phases in the UL and the UL directions.
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If we increase the first training phase duration T1, it improves the quality
of CSIT at the BS and interference at each user due to beamforming vectors
of other users decreases but it gives only a gain in SNR offset (see (3.22) and
(3.20)) which is logarithmic in nature but the coefficient (T−T1−T2) reduces
the DOF of the sum rate linearly with increase in T1 so the optimal length
of the first training phase should be the minimum possible at high SNR,
hence T1 = M . This argumentation assumes that the power constraints of
user terminals (Pu) are of the same order as that of the BS power constraint
P .

Similarly with the increase in the DL training interval T2, the users
are better able to estimate their effective scalar channels which gives SNR
gain, logarithmic in nature but increase in T2 directly hits DOF due to the
coefficient (T−T1−T2) in front of the logarithm. So to exploit the maximum
number of DOF at high SNR, the optimal value of T2 comes out to be 1.
Adopting these values, the sum rate becomes

RTDD
sum ≥ T −M − 1

T
M

[

Eĥk,k
log

(

P

M
|ĥk,k|2

)

− log(σ2
w)

]

. (3.23)

It’s trivial to show that σ2
w is bounded by a finite constant for large values

of P (the BS power constraint) and if power constraints of users (Pu) are of
the same order as that of P . Furthermore, Eĥk,k

log(|ĥk,k|2), which is also a

constant, can be exactly specified using Lemma 8 from [25]. So for limiting
values of P , the lower bound to the sum rate becomes

lim
P→∞

RTDD
sum ≥ T − (M + 1)

T
M log(P ) + o(1). (3.24)

Thus the multiplexing gain of a non-coherent TDD broadcast channel is
lower bounded by

PreLog ≥M

[

1 − M + 1

T

]

. (3.25)

So for a broadcast channel operating under TDD mode, having M BS an-
tennas, same number of symmetric users, block fading channel of coherence
interval T and starting from zero channel state information at both ends,
our very simple scheme is able to achieve M [1 − (M + 1)/T ] DOF. If we
compare this multiplexing gain to the multiplexing gain of the same broad-
cast channel under the restriction of no feedback to the BS (section 3.3)
where DOF is only (1 − 1/T ), it is clear that even for very practical values
of the block coherence interval T in mobile environments, this lower bound
M [1 − (M + 1)/T ] is comparatively much larger and to make the BS learn
the channel pays off very well.
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3.5.3 Upper Bound of the Multiplexing Gain

An upper bound to the sum rate of our scheme can be obtained when one
sacrifices minimal lengths for both training intervals but then assumes that
the BS knows the DL channels perfectly and each user perfectly knows its
effective scalar channel. This will remove all the interference terms from the
received signal but DOF achieved will still be M [1 − (M + 1)/T ].

A general upper bound to the sum rate of TDD broadcast channel can
be obtained by letting all the user terminals cooperate among themselves.
If M users are collaborating, we get an equivalent single user point-to-
point MIMO square channel of M dimensions. For this point-to-point non-
coherent MIMO channel, results are available in the literature [24]. Thus
the sum rate of TDD broadcast channel at high SNR is upper bounded by

RTDD
sum ≤ T −M

T
M log(P ) + o(1). (3.26)

And upper bound to the multiplexing gain of the sum rate is given by

PreLog ≤M

[

1 − M

T

]

. (3.27)

This shows that our scheme, achieving M [1− (M +1)/T ] DOF, is very close
to this high SNR asymptote of single user MIMO. Although we don’t have
a matching upper bound yet we conjecture that the DOF achievable by our
scheme M [1 − (M + 1)/T ] is the true DOF of TDD broadcast channel due
to CSI requirement at both ends.

3.5.4 CSIT Quality Refinement

While switching from eq. (3.23) to eq. (3.24) which shows that our scheme
is able to achieve M [1 − (M + 1)/T ] DOF for this broadcast channel, the
effective noise variance σ2

w should stay bounded even with DL SNR going
to infinity. The expression of this effective noise variance eq. (3.20) reveals
that this requires users’ power constraint Pu to be of the same order as that
of the BS power constraint P . If this is not the case

lim
P→∞

Pu

P
= 0, (3.28)

and the CSIT quality at the BS will be very poor (as compared to the DL
SNR) and the interference power at each user (the product of the signal
power and the CSIT error variance) due to beams meant for other users
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(and hence σ2
w) will go on increasing with the DL power P . This will cause

the sum rate to saturate in SNR resulting in complete collapse of DOF. This
result parallels the result of [17] for quantized feedback which showed that
the feedback rate (the CSIT quality) must increase with the DL SNR (in
dBs) to achieve full DOF of the broadcast channel. Our result with analog
CSIT acquisition points out that the UL power (which governs the CSIT
quality) must scale up with the DL SNR. The rates unbounded in SNR can
be achieved by transmitting to a single user (or by time-sharing between
users), with fixed uplink power or even with no feedback to the BS, but
DOF of the broadcast channel (due to multiple antennas at the BS and
multiple users at the receiving side) are lost.

3.6 FDD Broadcast Channel

The CSIT acquisition is relatively difficult for FDD systems as compared to
TDD systems. The absence of channel reciprocity requires explicit channel
feedback transmission from the users to the BS to furnish CSIT. To cater
for such peculiarities, we propose a novel transmission strategy for FDD sys-
tems and analyze its achievable rate and multiplexing gain. Due to certain
similarities with TDD strategy, the discussion is kept to minimum.

3.6.1 Transmission Strategy

The proposed transmission strategy for FDD systems divides the coherence
length of T symbol intervals in four phases: 1) initial UL and DL training, 2)
uplink feedback, 3) final DL training and 4) coherent data transmission. The

Figure 3.3: Transmission Phases for FDD System

first phase is the initial UL and DL training phase where the users transmit
pilots on the UL band so that the BS estimates the UL channels. The BS is
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transmitting pilots simultaneously on the DL so that each user estimates its
corresponding DL channel. The presence of M BS antennas and M system
users requires that the length T1 of this initial training interval must exceed
M , the number of independent parameters which need to be estimated at
each user and at each BS antenna.

This initial training interval serves to provide CSIR to both communi-
cating ends but to multiplex data streams of multiple users on the DL, BS
requires the CSIT, the information of the DL channel matrix. In the second
UL feedback phase, each user transmits its estimated DL channel on the UL.
The availability of the UL (imperfect) CSIR at the BS allows the users to
use this UL channel as fully operational MIMO MAC with spatial multiplex-
ing enabled. Analog feedback (also termed as unquantized and uncoded) is
an attractive option due to its simplicity and optimality in case source and
channel bandwidth are the same [45], [46] which becomes the case of interest
at high SNR. As each user has only a single antenna so the transmission of
M complex coefficients will require this interval length (denoted by T2) to
be at least M hence T2 ≥ M . Based upon the CSIT obtained in this feed-
back interval, the BS chooses some transmission strategy (we adopt ZF as
for the TDD scheme) to multiplex users. The third phase is the DL train-
ing phase where the BS transmits pilots through the chosen beamforming
vectors so that the users estimate their corresponding effective scalar chan-
nels, exactly similar to the TDD scheme. As each user needs to estimate
its effective scalar channel, the length of this training interval T3 should be
at least 1. When this third phase ends, both sides of the DL channel have
necessary CSI. Hence in the forth data phase, the BS transmits independent
data streams to M users simultaneously and each user decodes its stream
coherently.

3.6.2 High SNR DOF of the Sum Rate

Treating all the preliminary training and feedback phases in the similar
manner as for TDD case provides imperfect CSI to the BS and all the users.
In the final data phase, each user receives a mixture of the desired signal, the
channel noise and the interference terms which arise due to ZF beamforming
based upon imperfect CSIT and imperfect CSIR. If Rk denotes the rate of
k-th user, the sum rate of this scheme is given by

RFDD
sum =

T − T1 − T2 − T3

T
MRk, (3.29)

where we have incorporated the DOF loss in the sum rate due to one feed-
back and two training phases. If we increase the first training phase duration
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T1, it improves the CSIR quality at both ends. The increase of the feedback
length T2 improves the CSIT quality at the BS. In the same manner, in-
crease in the final DL training length T3 lets the users better estimate their
effective scalar channels. But all of these gains appear as power offset of the
sum rate curve. On the other hand due to the presence of (T −T1−T2−T3)
in the rate expression, the slope of the high SNR sum rate (the DOF) will
reduce if the length of any of the training or feedback interval is used more
than the minimal required. So T1 = M , T2 = M and T3 = 1 are the optimal
training/feedback lengths at high SNR.

lim
P→∞

RFDD
sum ≥ T − 2M − 1

T
M log(P ) + o(1) (3.30)

This gives the achievable DOF of this FDD broadcast channel as

PreLog ≥M

[

1 − 2M + 1

T

]

. (3.31)

3.6.3 UL Data Transmission

FDD systems have two different frequency bands, one for UL and the other
for DL transmission. Strictly speaking, as soon as the first phase ends and
the BS obtains the CSIR of the UL channel, this information is sufficient
to use the UL channel as MIMO MAC and full DOF (equal to M) can be
achieved during the rest of the coherence interval (T−T1) [47]. But the users
have to feedback the DL channel to the BS to make it fully operational. So
after the second feedback phase, UL frequency band can be used as MIMO
MAC for (T − T1 − T2) symbol intervals achieving M DOF per symbol
interval. Using the asymptotic high (uplink) SNR expression from Theorem
1 of [47], the sum rate in the UL direction would be

lim
Pu→∞

RUL =
T − 2M

T
M log(Pu) + o(1). (3.32)

We have used minimal training lengths for first training and second feed-
back intervals which are optimal at high SNR. Thus the uplink channel of
FDD system, working under the proposed strategy, can give per symbol
multiplexing gain of M [1 − 2M/T ] without any extra burden of training or
feedback.

3.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have studied the high SNR capacity of a broadcast chan-
nel with no initial assumption of channel knowledge under two scenarios.
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First, when the BS is not allowed any channel information, the capacity
region was shown to be bounded by the capacity of a MISO point-to-point
link, hence the pre-log of the sum rate becomes trivially known and the
presence of multiple users give no gain at all.

When the BS may acquire channel information, we analyze separately
the two cases depending upon whether the system operates under TDD
mode or FDD mode. For a system operating in TDD mode, an elegant
transmission scheme is proposed which gives a multiplexing gain of M [1 −
(M + 1)/T ]. A close upper bound to this multiplexing gain is also provided
by letting all the users cooperate as multiple antennas of a single user.

When the broadcast channel is part of a system working under FDD
mode, transmission scheme involves some further steps as compared to that
for a TDD system. This scheme achieves a multiplexing gain of M [1−(2M+
1)/T ] showing that the loss of multiplexing gain with respect to a broadcast
channel with perfect CSI is almost twice of the corresponding loss for a
TDD system. This is due to the simple fact that the information exchange
required to provide CSIT for a system working under FDD mode is almost
double of that required for a TDD system.
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3.A MMSE Estimate for DL Training

We want to estimate hk,k in the equation below when known pilot symbols
are transmitted with full power for T2 channel uses.

yk =

√

PT2

M
hk,k +

√

PT2

M

∑

j 6=k

hk,j + zk (3.33)

hk,k is Gaussian distributed with zero mean and unit variance and hk,j is
zero mean Gaussian distributed with variance σ2

h. Based upon this received
signal and known pilots, k-th user can form the MMSE estimate of the
effective scalar channel hk,k which is given by

ĥk,k =
E[hk,ky

†
k]

E[yky
†
k]
yk. (3.34)

The expectation E[hk,ky
†
k] would be

E[hk,ky
†
k] =

√

PT2

M
E[|hk,k|2] +

√

PT2

M

∑

j 6=k

E[hk,kh
†
k,j] + E[hk,kz

†
k]. (3.35)

The expectations in the first and the third terms of the R.H.S. of the above
expression are known and we handle the second term as follows

E[hk,kh
†
k,j]

a
= E[h†

kv̄kv̄
†
j h̃k]

b
= E[h̃†

k
v̄kv̄

†
j
h̃k] + E[ĥ†

k
v̄kv̄

†
j
h̃k]

c
= E[h̃†

kv̄kv̄
†
j h̃k] + E[ĥ†

kv̄kv̄
†
j ]E[h̃k]

d
= E[h̃†

k
v̄kv̄

†
j
h̃k] + E[ĥ†

k
v̄kv̄

†
j
]0

e
= E[v̄†

j h̃kh̃
†
kv̄k] + 0

f
= E[v̄†

j
E{h̃kh̃

†
k
}v̄k]

g
= E[v̄†

jσ
2
hIMv̄k]

h
= σ2

hE[v̄†
j v̄k]. (3.36)

In (b), we use hk = ĥk + h̃k, (c) follows as h̃k is independent of the esti-
mate ĥk and the beamforming vectors, (d) follows as estimation error is of
zero mean, (f) follows as estimation error is independent of the beamforming
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vectors and (g) follows because elements of h̃k are i.i.d. So now we have
to compute the expectation of the inner product of two ZF beamforming
vectors which needs to be calculated over all the channel vectors. Without
loss of generality, we can assume that k = 1 and j = 2, hence we want to
compute E[v̄†

2v̄1]. Conditioned upon the estimates of the channel vectors
ĥ3, ĥ4 · · · ĥM, both of these vectors lie in a 2-D null space of these esti-
mates. ĥ1 and ĥ2 can also be projected in this null space of other channel
vectors. Now v̄1 will be orthogonal to the projection of ĥ2 and v̄2 will be
orthogonal to the projection of ĥ1, both restricted in this null space. As
ĥ1, ĥ2 and hence their projections in this 2-D null space are distributed
in an independent and isotropic manner, the same is true for v̄1 and v̄2.
Hence conditioned upon ĥ3, ĥ4 · · · ĥM, they are independent and isotropi-
cally distributed and the mean of an isotropically distributed vector is zero.

Figure 3.4: Channel Projections and corresponding ZF vectors for users 1
and 2 in 2-D null space of all other users’ channel vectors.

E

[

v̄
†
2v̄1

]

= E
ĥ3,4,··· ,M

[

E
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2} E
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[

0†0
]

= 0 (3.37)
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Hence we conclude that
E[hk,kh

†
k,j] = 0. (3.38)

With this, E[hk,ky
†
k] becomes

E[hk,ky
†
k] =

√

PT2

M
. (3.39)

Once E[hk,kh
†
k,j] is known to be zero, the other expectation E[yky

†
k] becomes

very easy to compute.

E[yky
†
k] =

PT2

M
E[|hk,k|2] +

PT2

M

∑

j 6=k

∑

l 6=k

E[hk,jh
†
k,l] + 1

=
PT2

M
+
PT2

M

∑

j 6=k

E[|hk,j|2] + 1

=
PT2

M
+
PT2

M
(M − 1)σ2

h + 1 (3.40)

Putting the values from eq. (3.39) and eq. (3.40) into eq. (3.34) gives the
desired result.
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Chapter 4

Feedback Optimization in
MU TDD Systems

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Motivation

In the previous chapter, multiplexing gain of the multi-user broadcast chan-
nels with no initial CSI assumption was the focus of interest. This gain,
also referred to as the DOF, becomes the capacity determining parameter
at asymptotically high values of SNR and is a good performance metric
for these extreme values of SNR. Unfortunately things can be drastically
different at practically finite SNR values and DOF perspective may not por-
tray the true performance. For a cognizant broadcast channel having a BS
equipped with M transmit antennas and K (K ≥M) single antenna users,
the multiplexing gain is M [17], [6] and it enjoys further a multi-user diver-
sity [12] benefit of M log log(K) in the sum rate [13]. The downside is that
the CSIT feedback acquisition from K users could be highly burdensome,
impacting badly the efficiency of the UL channel. The optimal transmission
strategy for Gaussian broadcast channel has been shown to be DPC [31].
In [13], the authors gave an innovative scheme coined as Orthogonal Ran-
dom Beam Forming (ORBF) where only a few bits of feedback are required
from every user and the sum rate was shown to converge to the optimal

59
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DPC sum capacity [14] for asymptotically large number of users.

The CSIT acquisition techniques and the feedback gains have been widely
studied in literature but the fundamental issue, which is usually ignored, is
the cost of obtaining feedback at the BS. Both the gain and the acquisition
overhead increase with the amount of feedback but there is an optimal op-
erating point (optimal amount of feedback) which maximizes the difference
of gain and cost of feedback. This trade-off pushes the analysis of the abso-

lute gain of CSIT feedback in general broadcast setting (with K > M)
which can be defined as the gain in DL sum rate due to feedback taking into
account the UL feedback load. A very simple example showing the impor-
tance of this absolute gain would be the ORBF transmission scheme which
requires as few as log(M) bits of feedback plus a scalar from each user in
the system, but considering the fact that ORBF requires the presence and
the feedback from asymptotically large number of users, the absolute gain
would become questionable.

The second fundamental aspect which often gets overlooked in the anal-
ysis of multi-user systems is the consideration of channel coherence time.
The channels in practice have finite coherence times and when multi-user
transmission strategies with multiple rounds of training, feedback and data
are devised, there is possibility that channel has sufficiently changed during
the preliminary training and feedback intervals and the channel information
attained during these phases has become meaningless.

4.1.2 Contribution

In this chapter, we don’t make any assumption of CSI, hence, initially the
BS and the users are ignorant of the channel realization but they can esti-
mate/feedback the CSI as is done in practice. To analyze the cost incurred
and the benefit attainable of feedback in a meaningful and tractable fashion,
the problem is simplified by selecting a TDD broadcast channel with perfect
reciprocity. TDD reciprocal channels simplify the CSIT acquisition through
UL pilot transmission [18], [19] contrary to the FDD systems where the users
first estimate the DL channel and then send its quantized version in an UL
slot. We restrict the CSIT acquisition through training only, possible due
to TDD reciprocity [19], [18]. In the remaining parts of this chapter, we
use the terms training and feedback synonymously due to our restriction of
training based CSIT acquisition and the equivalence of training and analog
feedback [19].

The fixed system bandwidth can be used for UL/DL data transmission or
training/feedback. We assume that the users have no data to transmit in the
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UL direction so the UL is solely reserved for channel training/feedback. Due
to TDD mode of operation, any UL transmission will come at the expense
of having no DL transmission during that interval, hence training/feedback
gets properly accounted for. In this chapter, two transmission schemes are
proposed. In the first scheme, the users, who feedback, are chosen inde-
pendent of their channel realizations (hence termed as oblivious users).
In the second scheme, the users first learn their channel information and
decide to feedback based upon their channel realizations (hence termed as
informed users). We derive a novel lower bound of the sum rate cap-
turing the gains and the costs of CSIT acquisition which shows explicitly
the rate loss w.r.t. a perfect CSI system. The simplified expressions ob-
tained for these two schemes allow maximizing the DL sum rate achieving
the cost-benefit trade-off of CSIT feedback.

4.1.3 The State of the Art

Caire et al. studied the achievable rates for multi-user MIMO DL removing
all the assumptions of CSIR and CSIT for FDD systems in [48]. They gave
transmission schemes incorporating all the necessary training and feedback
stages and compared achievable rates for analog and quantized feedback
schemes. This work was conducted under the assumption of extremely large
channel coherence lengths (which permits to neglect the training and feed-
back overhead) and by restricting the number of users (K) equal to M .
Later in [49], training and feedback parameters were optimized as a func-
tion of channel coherence length and SNR, although the number of users
was still restricted to M .

In a recent work [50], the authors analyze the trade-off of multi-user di-
versity and the accuracy of quantized channel information at the BS. Under
the restriction of a fixed number of feedback bits, they conclude that mostly
accurate channel information is more important than having multi-user di-
versity.

The references [18] and [51] are related to our work as they treat TDD
broadcast channel without any assumption of CSI. But there are major dif-
ferences in the scope. They treat the case when the number of users in
the system is less than the number of BS antennas, and try to exploit the
channel hardening effect [52] due to large number of BS antennas, which
eliminates the multi-user diversity gain completely. Moreover, in both of
these references, the users are never trained about their effective channels
and the data is transmitted on the expected value of the effective chan-
nel. Our analysis is for the systems with larger number of users than BS
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transmit antennas because this setting is certainly more practical than its
opposite counterpart. And in both of our transmission strategies (presented
in following sections), the users are explicitly trained about their effective
channels after precoding. The other major difference is in the achievable
sum rate. Their sum rate is bounded in DL SNR, giving zero multiplexing
gain even if DL and UL SNRs are of the same order, whereas our schemes
achieve full multiplexing gain in this setting. A very recent related reference
is [53] which is similar to [51] for the most part. Section VII of [53] gives
a scheme similar to our scheme with oblivious users, given in section 4.3,
but their sum rate lower bound, given in Theorem 3, involving four expec-
tations, neither brings any insight whatsoever about the sum rate behavior
nor seems amenable to any further analysis.

4.1.4 Organization

First the system model is described in section 4.2. Then in section 4.3,
the transmission scheme with oblivious users is detailed and the novel lower
bound of the sum rate is derived. Section 4.4 gives the same details about
the scheme with informed users. The tightness of the sum rate lower bound
and the accuracy of the approximate expressions are shown in section 4.5.
The behavior of the sum rate for oblivious users strategy under various
asymptotic regimes is investigated in section 4.6 followed by its counterpart
for informed users in section 4.7. The results for optimal feedback load
(optimal number of users) with finite system parameters have been explored
in section 4.8. The conclusions of this work have been put together in section
4.9.

4.2 System Model

The system, we consider, consists of a BS having M transmit antennas and
K (K > M) single-antenna user terminals. In the DL, the signal received
by k-th user can be expressed as

yk = h
†
kx + zk, k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (4.1)

where h
†
1, h

†
2, . . . ,h

†
K are the channel vectors of user 1 through user K,

x ∈ C
M×1 denotes the M -dimensional signal transmitted by the BS and z1,

z2,. . ., zK are independent complex Gaussian additive noise terms with zero
mean and unit variances. We denote the concatenation of the channels by
H

†
F = [h1h2 · · ·hK], so HF is K×M forward channel matrix with k-th row
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(h†
k
) equal to the channel of k-th user. The channel input from the BS must

satisfy a transmit power constraint of P i.e., E[||x||2] ≤ P . In this setting,
the transmit power is equal to the true signal-to-noise ratio at each user due
to normalized noise variances.

The channel is assumed to be block fading having coherence length of T
symbol intervals where fading remains the same, with independent fading
from one block to the next [23]. The entries of the forward channel matrix
HF are i.i.d. complex Gaussian with zero mean and unit variance. Due to
no CSI assumption, initially all the users and the BS are oblivious of the
channel realization in each block.

For the power constraint on user terminals, we treat mainly the case
of peak power constraint when the peak power per user per channel use is
bounded by Pu. For the sake of completeness, we specialize the sum rate
bounds for the average power constrained users in Appendix A.

4.3 Transmission Scheme with Oblivious Users

In this scheme, the feeding back users are unaware of their channel infor-
mation. So they might be selected in a round-robin fashion or any other
criteria independent of their channel realizations. For our block fading chan-
nel with coherence length of T symbol intervals, we divide this interval in
three phases, 1) uplink training, 2) downlink training and 3) coherent data
transmission. The first phase is the uplink training phase where a certain

Figure 4.1: Transmission Phases for Oblivious Users

number of users train the BS about their forward channels and the BS
makes an estimate of the forward channel matrix comprising of the channel
vectors of these users. Based upon this channel information, the BS does
the scheduling and chooses the transmit precoding which could be simple
linear ZF, some non-linear strategy like vector perturbation or the optimal
DPC. The second phase is the downlink training phase where the BS trans-
mits pilots so that the scheduled users estimate their corresponding effective
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channels. When this second phase ends, both sides of the broadcast channel
have necessary CSI, albeit imperfect. Hence in the third data phase, the
BS transmits simultaneously to the selected users who can decode the data
coherently.

Below we give a detailed analysis of the three transmission phases and
the necessary BS processing steps.

4.3.1 Uplink Training Phase

This training phase serves the purpose of furnishing the CSIT to the BS.
In a TDD reciprocal broadcast channel, CSIT can be provided to the BS
just by transmitting pilots from the users. BS estimates the users’ UL
channels and these are also the forward channels due to perfect reciprocity
assumption. Suppose Kobl (superscript obl stands for oblivious users) of the
K users transmit pilots, hence the length of this uplink training interval is
T1 = βKobl where β ≥ 1 (β can be used when we want less users to transmit
for more time and improve their channel estimates at the BS). If feedback
users use orthogonal codes of length T1, they can transmit simultaneously
with energy transmitted per user equal to PuT1. As each antenna at the
BS receives transmitted code from a particular user through the channel
coefficient which links this antenna to that user, the energy received for each
CSIT coefficient would be PuT1. The BS, knowing the codes transmitted by
the users, is able to separate them and hence the mean-square error (MSE)
of CSIT for any channel coefficient when the BS employs MMSE estimation
is given by

σ2
h =

1

PuT1 + 1
=

1

PuβKobl + 1
. (4.2)

For k-th user with channel hk, the CSIT estimate is denoted as ĥk and the
corresponding estimation error is h̃k to give hk = ĥk + h̃k. Due to MMSE
channel estimation, both ĥk and h̃k have zero mean i.i.d. Gaussian entries
with variances 1 − σ2

h and σ2
h, respectively.

4.3.2 Semi-Orthogonal User Selection and ZF Precoding

ZF linear precoding has been shown to behave quite optimally at asymptot-
ically high SNR achieving full multiplexing gain of the sum rate [43]. Fur-
thermore in [38], the authors showed that ZF preceded by semi-orthogonal
user selection (SUS) algorithm achieves both the multiplexing gain and the
multi-user diversity gain (with a large number of users). Due to simplicity,
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analytical tractability and attractive performance, we choose SUS and ZF
precoding as the BS transmission strategy.

We adopt the SUS algorithm of [54], [38]. So among all the users, whose
CSI is available at the BS, it chooses M best users following SUS. Suppose
Ĥ(S) denotes the BS estimate of the channel matrix of the selected users.
Afterward, ZF beam selection is performed for this set of selected users. In
ZF precoding, unit-norm beamforming vector for k-th selected user (denoted
as v̄k) is chosen such that it is orthogonal to the channel vectors of all other

selected users, i.e., ĥ
†
j
v̄k = 0, where j 6= k is the index of any other selected

user. If Hinv(S) denotes the pseudo-inverse of Ĥ(S)

Hinv(S) = Ĥ(S)†
[

Ĥ(S)Ĥ(S)†
]−1

, (4.3)

then the precoding matrix V̄ = [v̄1v̄2 · · · v̄M] can be obtained from Hinv(S)
by normalizing all of its columns. For ZF with perfect CSIT, each user re-
ceives only the beam directed to it and no multi-user interference is experi-
enced. For the imperfect CSIT case, there is some residual interference. If
u represents the vector of information symbols (uk intended for k-th user),
the transmitted signal x becomes x = V̄u and the signal received by k-th
selected user eq. (4.1) can be expressed as follows.

yk = h
†
kV̄u + zk

= h
†
k
v̄kuk +

∑

j 6=k

h
†
k
v̄juj + zk (4.4)

4.3.3 Downlink Training Phase

It was shown in [55] that only one symbol interval is sufficient to let the M
selected users learn their effective scalar channels (inner product of channel
and beamforming vector). In a very recent reference [56], the authors show
that this minimal training also becomes optimal with joint pilot and data
processing. As this DL training length has no relation with the number of
usersK present in the system or the number of BS antennas (M), we assume
that the selected users are able to estimate their effective scalar channels
perfectly even though we ignore the overhead of this phase. This simplifies
the analysis without hampering the underlying cost-benefit trade-off of the
feedback.
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4.3.4 Coherent Data Phase

We adopt the strategy of independent data transmission to all users from
the BS with equal power allocation. So k-th user input signal uk is Gaussian
i.i.d., i.e., uk ∼ CN (0, p), where p is the power allocated to k-th user data
stream. The BS is bound to satisfy an average power constraint of P but
it does not transmit during the entire coherence block due to initial UL
training phase of length T1. Hence for the rest of the coherence block, the
BS is able to transmit an average per symbol power of P T/(T −T1) instead
of P . So the power p allocated to each stream would be

p =
P

M

T

T − T1
. (4.5)

4.3.5 Sum Rate Lower Bound

We are interested in getting an expression for the achievable sum rate of
this broadcast channel which captures the gain and the cost associated with
feedback. The received signal from eq. (4.4) can be further written as

yk = ĥ
†
k
v̄kuk + h̃

†
k
v̄kuk +

∑

j 6=k

h̃
†
k
v̄juj + zk. (4.6)

This uses the fact that h
†
k
v̄j = h̃

†
k
v̄j for k 6= j due to ZF beamforming and

by splitting the effective channel h
†
k
v̄k in two parts, where ĥ

†
k
v̄k is perfectly

known at the BS. The above equation can be written as

yk = ĥ
†
k
v̄kuk +

M
∑

j=1

h̃
†
k
v̄juj + zk. (4.7)

From this equation, where we have relegated the signal part h̃
†
kv̄kuk into

interference and by treating all the interference terms as an additional source
of Gaussian noise as in [57] and [44], a lower bound of the SINR of k-th user
can be written as

SINRobl
k =

p|ĥ†
k
v̄k|2

1 + p
M
∑

j=1

E|h̃†
k
v̄j|2

. (4.8)

The variance of each interference coefficient (h̃†
kv̄j) can be computed based

upon the fact that BS does MMSE estimation which makes estimation error
h̃k (with variance σ2

h per channel entry) independent of any function of
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channel estimates (ĥk) of which beamforming vectors are one particular
example.

E|h̃†
k
v̄j|2 = E

[

v̄
†
j
E

(

h̃kh̃
†
k

)

v̄j

]

= σ2
hE

[

v̄
†
j
v̄j

]

= σ2
h (4.9)

Furthermore by using ĥk =
√

1 − σ2
hgk where gk ∼ CN (0, IM) in the nu-

merator, the SINR becomes

SINRobl
k =

1 − σ2
h

1 + pMσ2
h

p|g†
kv̄k|2, (4.10)

where the coefficient of p|g†
k
v̄k|2 represents the SINR loss factor w.r.t. a

system with perfect CSIT and CSIR as gk’s (and hence v̄k’s) are perfectly
known at the BS. So during the data phase, the lower bound (LB) of the
per symbol sum rate can be written as

LB =

M
∑

k=1

Egk
log

(

1 +
1 − σ2

h

1 + pMσ2
h

p|g†
kv̄k|2

)

, (4.11)

where the users being transmitted have been selected using SUS algorithm.
Putting the value of p, we get

LB =

M
∑

k=1

Egk
log

(

1 +
1 − σ2

h

1 + P T
T−T1

σ2
h

T

T − T1

P

M
|g†

kv̄k|2
)

. (4.12)

If one deals with the same system (K users and M BS antennas) with
perfect assumption of CSI (σ2

h = 0, T1 = 0), the sum rate obtained through
SUS and ZF beamforming would be

RZF(K,M,P ) =

M
∑

k=1

Egk
log

(

1 +
P

M
|g†

kv̄k|2
)

. (4.13)

And for large user regime, it was shown in [38] to be well-approximated by

RZF(K,M,P ) ≈M log

(

1 +
P

M
log(K)

)

. (4.14)

So the lower bound of the sum rate (during the data phase) can be written
in terms of the sum rate of a perfect CSI system as

LB = RZF(Kobl,M,Pm) (4.15)
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where Pm is the reduced SNR given by

Pm =
(1 − σ2

h) T
T−T1

1 + P T
T−T1

σ2
h

P. (4.16)

By taking into account the loss of coherence interval T due to feedback
(training) interval of length T1 = βKobl, the per symbol sum rate lower
bound for this oblivious scheme becomes

LBobl =
T − βKobl

T

M
∑

k=1

Egk
log

(

1 +
(1 − σ2

h) T
T−βKobl

1 + Pσ2
h

T
T−βKobl

P

M
|g†

kv̄k|2
)

. (4.17)

The biggest virtue of this lower bound is that it gives the achievable sum rate
of this scheme in terms of the sum rate of a perfect CSI system (employing
SUS and ZF precoding) with loss appearing as an SNR reduction factor and
as reduced multiplexing gain due to feedback interval.

We can separate the channel vector gk in its norm ||gk|| and unit norm
direction vector ḡk as gk = ||gk||ḡk to get

LBobl =
T − βKobl

T

M
∑

k=1

Egk
log

(

1 +
(1 − σ2

h) T
T−βKobl

1 + Pσ2
h

T
T−βKobl

P

M
||gk||2|ḡ†

kv̄k|2
)

.

(4.18)

The factor |ḡ†
k
v̄k|2 has a limited effect because when there are only M

users, this factor is beta distributed with parameters β(1,M − 1) [21], [17]
whose average value is 1

M . Contrary to this, when the BS has CSIT of
infinite number of users, this factor is still upper bounded by 1.

The factor ||gk||2 (chi-square distributed with 2M degrees of freedom)
was shown to grow logarithmically with the number of users whose channel
information is available at the BS (see eq. (A10) in [13]) using the results
from order statistics for asymptotically large number of users. With large
number of users, this scaling was shown to hold for each selection stage of
SUS algorithm in [38] and the simulations showed this scaling to hold even
when the number of users is of the same order as that of the BS transmit
antennas. This permits us to approximate ||gk||2 by log(Kobl) in the above
expression. Theoretically this scaling kicks in when Kobl is sufficiently large
but we show in section 4.5 that this holds very well even for Kobl close to
M . Using this approximation1 and putting the value of σ2

h from eq. (4.2),

1There is another way to get to eq. (4.19). In SUS version of [38], where the users
are forced to be ǫ-orthogonal, they showed that, for large user regime, the dominant term
in the expansion of the squared norm of the effective channel (cascade of channel and
beamforming vector) is logarithmic in the number of users, i.e., log(Kobl).
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the above sum rate will become

SRobl =
T − βKobl

T
M log



1 +

P
M

T
(T−βKobl)

PuβKobl

PuβKobl+1
log(Kobl)

1 + P T
(T−βKobl)

1
PuβKobl+1



 . (4.19)

Due to the approximation made at this final step, this sum rate expression
is not necessarily a lower bound but it closely follows the lower bound and
the true sum rate of the system.

4.4 Transmission Scheme with Informed Users

This scheme also consists of the transmission phases through which the BS
and a subset of the users get necessary CSI. We call this the scheme with
“informed users” as the users who feedback are no more randomly selected.
These users are selected based upon their channel realizations in a manner
to be described shortly. First we describe this scheme and then characterize
its sum rate in the next subsections.

4.4.1 Transmission Scheme

This scheme divides the coherence length of T symbol intervals in four
phases, 1) initial downlink training, 2) uplink training, 3) downlink training
and 4) coherent data transmission.

Figure 4.2: Transmission Phases for Informed Users

In the first phase, termed as initial downlink training, the BS transmits
DL pilots based upon which all the users estimate their corresponding chan-
nel vectors. As the BS has M antennas, this training interval length is lower
bounded by M , giving TiDL ≥M and is independent of the number of users
K. As the BS can transmit with sufficient power to provide good estimates,
we don’t take into account the estimation error during this phase but only
subtract TiDL = M from the coherence length. Another point is that when
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the selected users transmit pilots so that the BS obtains the CSIT, this CSIT
does not depend upon the users’ estimates. Hence even if users have slightly
noisy estimates of their channels, this imperfection doesn’t propagate to
CSIT.

Once the users have acquired the information regarding their respective
channels, there could be plenty of criteria to prioritize some of the users
depending upon their channel realizations but we restrict ourselves to the
simple scheme whereKinf best users w.r.t. the channel norm are selected for
feedback. Hence the BS receives the CSIT from Kinf of the K users which
have the largest channel norms for the current channel coherence block.

The next three transmission phases are exactly similar as those for the
transmission scheme with oblivious users. In the second phase of uplink
training, Kinf users with the largest channel norms feedback their chan-
nel information to the BS which boils down to UL pilot transmission due
to TDD system. Based upon this channel information, the BS uses SUS
algorithm to further select M best users and computes corresponding ZF
beamforming vectors. In the third phase of downlink training, BS transmits
through these ZF beamforming vectors so that the selected users estimate
their corresponding effective scalar channels. We neglect the overhead of
this phase for the reasons mentioned in the scheme with oblivious users.
The last phase is the coherent data transmission phase with equal power
allocated to all M independent users’ streams.

Important Remark. In this transmission scheme involving informed
users, we select just the strongest users (having largest channel norms) who
train the BS about their channels. Strictly speaking, this is impractical
as how can the users know about being the strongest or not with only the
information about their own channels. But the underlying idea is to evaluate
how much feedback load (how many users) should be there to maximize the
DL sum rate if good users feedback. Then, in practice, those many users can
be made to feedback, on the average, by intelligent selection of a threshold
with which users compare their channel strengths locally as detailed in [58]
and decide to feedback or not, and by designing a proper UL channel access
protocol. This threshold will be a function of the total number of users,
their channel statistics, the number of BS antennas and the optimal number
of users who should feedback.

4.4.2 Sum Rate Lower Bound

We’ll be quite brief here as the treatment resembles a lot as done for the
oblivious users’ setting. If every user is constrained with a peak per symbol
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power constraint of Pu and Kinf users transmit pilots in the UL direction,
the feedback length would be T1 = βKinf where β ≥ 1. The MSE of CSIT
per channel coefficient at the BS is given by

σ2
h =

1

PuβKinf + 1
. (4.20)

Following the same steps as done for the oblivious users’ case, we can write
the rate expression for a single selected user. Again the BS is simultaneously
transmitting data to M users. For this scheme with informed users, we have
an initial step of DL training so the length of the data phase reduces to
T −M − βKinf , where the additional M factor appears due to initial DL
training and βKinf denotes the length of the feedback phase. Thus the DL
sum rate for informed scheme with peak power constrained users is given by

SRinf =
T −M − βKinf

T
M log



1 +

P
M

T
(T−βKinf )

PuβKinf

PuβKinf+1
log(K)

1 + P T
(T−βKinf )

1
PuβKinf +1



 .

(4.21)
One striking difference in the sum rate of this scheme is the channel strength
factor (multi-user diversity factor) of log(K) where K is the number of users
in the system, which came out to be log(Kobl) for the scheme with oblivious
users. This difference arises due to the fact that only the best users, with
respect to the strength of their channel norms, feedback in this scheme.

4.5 Accuracy of the Approximate Sum Rate Ex-

pressions

To obtain the sum rate expressions, we derived the novel sum rate lower
bound and then used the large user regime approximation at the final step.
If we want to see how closely these sum rate expressions capture the true
sum rate behavior of the two schemes, it’s sufficient to show the accuracy
for one of the rate expressions because the same approximation is made for
both.

We choose the sum rate expression for oblivious peak power constrained
users. To see how closely it captures the behavior of the sum rate with
different system parameters, we compare it with true sum rate. We use eq.
(4.19) in the form as below

SR = M log



1 +

P
M

PuβKobl

PuβKobl+1
log(Kobl)

1 + P 1
PuβKobl+1



 . (4.22)
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For fixed values of T , β and Kobl, we absorbed the constant factor of T/(T −
βKobl) in SNR both in numerator and denominator of SINR and leaving
the constant multiplying factor of (T − βKobl)/T outside of the logarithm.
So in this form it shows the behavior of the sum rate expression for any
coherence length T . To obtain the true sum rate corresponding to different
system parameters, we use Monte-Carlo simulations. All the steps in the
transmission strategy e.g. feedback, SUS scheduling and ZF beam formation
are replicated and then SINR at each user is evaluated. The rates thus
obtained are compared with those obtained from the approximate analytical
expression.
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Figure 4.3: Sum Rate versus SNR. Approximation expression captures
closely the true sum rate vs. SNR behavior for a broad range of number of
users feeding back.

Fig. 4.3 shows the plots of the sum rate versus DL SNR. Uplink power
constraint for each user has been fixed to 10 dB and the BS is equipped
with 4 antennas. The curves for the true sum rate, the lower bound from
eq. (4.17) and the approximation of the LB have been plotted when 10, 25,
50 and 100 users feedback their channel information to the BS. Approximate
expression captures very closely the true sum rate behavior for any SNR,
even at saturation. This saturation of the sum rate is caused by the imperfect
CSIT based upon which ZF beamforming vectors are computed (shown for
quantized FB in [17] and for analog feedback in [55]).

Fig. 4.4 shows the plots of the sum rate with varying number of feeding
back users Kobl. Again 4-antenna BS has users available with power con-
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Figure 4.4: Sum Rate versus Number of Users. Approximate expression
shows good match with the behavior of the true sum rate vs. number of
feeding back users for many different values of SNR.

straint of 10 dB each. The curves have been plotted at DL SNR of 10, 20,
30 and 40 dB. These curves show the tightness of the lower bound of eq.
(4.17) and the approximate expression in capturing the multi-user diversity
benefit.

Based upon the above plots of the true sum rate, the lower bound and its
approximation, it becomes evident that the lower bound is sufficiently tight
and the approximate expression fully captures the true sum rate behavior
for any SNR and for any number of users in the system.

4.6 Asymptotic Analysis with Oblivious Users

In this section, we analyze how the sum rate of oblivious users behaves in dif-
ferent asymptotic regimes. Although this analysis is asymptotic, yet it gives
valuable insight about the optimal amount of feedback and its utilization.

4.6.1 Noise Limited Regime

For noise limited regime, the power available to the BS is very limited,
i.e., P → 0. In this regime, the noise in each user’s received signal fully
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dominates the interference coming from the beams of other selected users.

SRobl =
T − βKobl

T
M log

(

1 +
P

M

T

(T − βKobl)
(1 − σ2

h) log(Kobl)

)

. (4.23)

Using the approximation of log(1 + x) ≈ x for very small x, the above sum
rate becomes

SRobl = P (1 − σ2
h) log(Kobl). (4.24)

At very low DL SNRs, this sum rate can be obtained by receiving feedback
from Kobl users and transmitting only to the strongest user in a peaky
manner. This asymptote shows that, at low SNR, multiplexing gain is lost
and multi-user diversity gives logarithmic instead of double logarithmic gain.

4.6.2 Interference Limited Regime

Due to imperfect CSIT at the BS, the interference power scales up with
the increase in DL power. So when DL SNR is very large, the interference
completely dominates the noise and the sum rate becomes

SRobl =
T − βKobl

T
M log

(

1 +

P
M

T
(T−βKobl)

(1 − σ2
h) log(Kobl)

P T
(T−βKobl)

σ2
h

)

, (4.25)

which reduces to

SRobl =
T − βKobl

T
M log

(

1 +
log(Kobl)

M
(

1

σ2
h

− 1)

)

. (4.26)

Basically this equation gives the sum rate where saturation occurs due to im-
perfect CSIT and the rate grows no more with the increase in DL SNR. This
equation shows that the sum rate saturation point can be pushed further in
SNR by improving the CSIT quality, i.e., by reducing σ2

h.

4.6.3 Asymptotically Large Number of Users

For the oblivious scheme with peak power constrained users, the sum rate
expression is completely independent of the number of users present in the
system and depends only upon the number of users who actually feedback.

4.7 Asymptotic Analysis with Informed Users

In this section, we analyze how the sum rate of the scheme with informed
users behaves in different asymptotic regimes.
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4.7.1 Noise Limited Regime

In noise limited regime, the noise completely dominates the interference at
each active user.

SRinf =
T −M − βKinf

T
M log

(

1 +
P

M

T

(T − βKinf )
(1 − σ2

h) log(K)

)

(4.27)
Again by using the approximation of log(1 + x) ≈ x for very small x, the
above sum rate becomes

SRinf =

(

P
T −M − βKinf

T − βKinf

)

(1 − σ2
h) log(K). (4.28)

4.7.2 Interference Limited Regime

When P → ∞, the interference resulting from the imperfect CSIT com-
pletely dominates the noise power at each user (which is being served) and
the sum rate becomes

SRinf =
T −M − βKinf

T
M log

(

1 +

P
M

T
(T−βKinf )

(1 − σ2
h) log(K)

P T
(T−βKinf )

σ2
h

)

,

(4.29)
which reduces to

SRinf =
T −M − βKinf

T
M log

(

1 +
log(K)

M
(

1

σ2
h

− 1)

)

. (4.30)

This expression has the same form as that obtained for oblivious scheme.
Hence, the sum rate saturation point can be found by plugging in the MSE
value of CSIT and can eventually be pushed further by refining the CSIT
quality.

4.7.3 Asymptotically Large Number of Users

For the informed scheme, for any power constraint imposed on user termi-
nals, the effective signal strength increases with log(K) as only strong users
feedback to the BS and hence get scheduled. For this reason, the sum rate
shows unbounded growth with the number of users present in the system.
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4.8 Feedback Load Optimization

As we have shown in section 4.5 that the approximate sum rate expressions
match closely the true sum rate, they can be used to optimize over how
many users should feedback the BS about their channel information. We
had introduced two parameters namely the number of users who feedback
and the β factor. If we look carefully the final sum rate expressions eq.
(4.19) in section 4.3 and eq. (4.21) in section 4.4, we note that β always
appears in product form with the number of users who feedback. For both
of these expressions, β can always be selected to be 1 without any loss
of optimality of the sum rate. One must admit that in certain regimes,
significant savings in the total UL energy (used for training/feedback) can
be attained by optimizing over β but for the DL sum rate maximization
perspective, β = 1 does not involve any loss. We adapt this for the simplicity
of the presentation and hence the amount of feedback load appears as the
number of users who feedback. We formulate the problem for the scheme
with oblivious users. The sum rate for this scheme was developed to be

SRobl =
T −Kobl

T
M log



1 +

P
M

T
(T−Kobl)

PuKobl

PuKobl+1
log(Kobl)

1 + P T
(T−Kobl)

1
PuKobl+1



 . (4.31)

This sum rate which is a function of Kobl (the number of users who feedback)
can be optimized over this parameter. If the optimal number of feeding
back users which maximizes the sum rate is denoted by Kobl∗, the objective
function can be written as

Kobl∗ = arg max
Kobl

T −Kobl

T
M log



1 +

P
M

T
(T−Kobl)

PuKobl

PuKobl+1
log(Kobl)

1 + P T
(T−Kobl)

1
PuKobl+1



 .

(4.32)

The solution forKobl∗ can be found by solving ŚR
obl

= 0 where ŚR
obl

denotes
the first derivative of SRobl with respect to Kobl. Unfortunately it does not
assume closed form expression but the optimal value of feeding back users for
both of the schemes can be found by trivially simple numerical optimization.

4.8.1 Optimal Users vs DL SNR

First we see how the optimal number of users (feeding back) scales with
SNR. We plot the curves of the optimal number of users versus SNR in Fig.
4.5 and plot corresponding sum rates achieved by using that optimal number
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of users for each value of SNR in Fig. 4.6. We take T=1000 symbol intervals,
there are 200 users in the system with per user peak power constraint of 5
dB and the BS is equipped with M = 4 antennas. It’s evident that the gains
with optimal feedback are undeniable as the sum rate with only feedback
from M users is much less than the sum rate with optimal number of users.
The saturation of the sum rate because of imperfect CSIT depicted in Fig.
4.6 has already been investigated in [55] and [17].
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Figure 4.5: Optimal Users versus SNR

The behavior of the curves of optimal number of users feeding back for
two schemes versus SNR is not very straight forward. At high SNR (interfer-
ence limited regime, see eqs. (4.26) and (4.30)), both schemes require very
good quality CSIT and due to peak power constrained users with β = 1, it
translates to obtaining feedback from each user for longer intervals which
comes out to be a lot of users transmitting feedback (users have orthogonal
codes and hence can be separated).

At low SNR both curves show very different behavior. The reason is at
low SNR, the system is basically noise limited and the multi-user diversity
factor is very important hence the users with very strong channels should
be scheduled (see eq. (4.24) and (4.28)). In informed users scheme, only
the strong users feedback so it requires feedback from small number of users
and as SNR increases and CSIT quality starts becoming more important,
more users start feeding back (this is the way to improve CSIT quality for
peak-power constrained users). The scheme with oblivious users (where
users feedback independent of their channel realizations) requires feedback
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Figure 4.6: Sum Rate with Optimal Users versus SNR

from a large number of users initially to enjoy multi-user diversity but that
consumes a lot of coherence time in feedback so the number of users who
feedback decreases further and later starts increasing again to provide high
quality CSIT.

Although the optimal feeding back users in two schemes differ signif-
icantly from lower to medium SNR values, the corresponding sum rates
overlap completely. At low to medium SNR values, informed user strategy
gives slightly higher rates but this difference is minor. We have also plot-
ted the sum rate when 140 users (this is the number of users at high DL
SNR) feedback in each coherence interval for both schemes. These curves
also overlap fully the sum rates of two schemes with optimal feedback load
(Fig. 4.6). It indicates that for a fixed channel coherence length, a fixed
reasonable value of feeding back users (normally much larger than M) can
achieve significantly the cost-benefit trade-off of feedback. In other words,
the sum rate as a function of SNR is not very sensitive to the number of
users who feedback.

4.8.2 Optimal Users vs Channel Coherence Time

We now analyze how the optimal number of users behaves with the change
in channel coherence time. We plot two figures, one showing the optimal
number of users versus coherence interval in Fig. 4.7 and the other showing
the sum rate corresponding to the optimal number of users versus coherence
interval in Fig. 4.8. Here BS has M = 4 antennas, its power constraint is
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20 dB and there are 500 users in the system with each user restricted to a
peak power constraint of 5 dB.
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Figure 4.7: Optimal Users versus Coherence Length

The curves of the optimal number of users versus channel coherence time
show almost linear increase. For smaller values of the coherence interval,
small number of users is optimal so that not a lot of coherence interval
gets consumed in feedback. For very large values of the coherence interval,
feedback from a large number of users is optimal so as to select the good
users with good quality CSIT. Thus the number of users, who feedback,
scales up with the increase in channel coherence time. The optimal number
of users, who feedback, is always more for the scheme with oblivious users
than in the case of informed users. This behavior can be anticipated from
Fig. 4.5 which shows that from low to medium DL SNR values, the optimal
number of users in the oblivious scheme is more than that in the informed
scheme.

The sum rate curves for optimal users have been plotted at P = 20
dB so informed user scheme performs betters as can be guessed from Fig.
4.6. Sum rate curves have also been plotted for fixed number of users (200)
feeding back but contrary to the sum rate versus SNR curves where a single
suitable number of users feeding back captures the gain of optimal feedback,
here it is not possible to find one such number of users capturing the sum
rate gains as of with optimal feedback load. So the sum rate as a function
of T is relatively sensitive to the number of users who feedback.
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Figure 4.8: Sum Rate with Optimal Users versus Coherence Length

4.9 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have studied the problem of determining the optimal
amount of feedback for sum rate maximization of the broadcast channel
with no initial assumption of CSI. We introduced two transmission strate-
gies for providing the CSIT to the BS and derived a novel tight lower bound
which clearly shows the rate loss w.r.t. a perfect CSI system. The cor-
responding simplified sum rate expressions, incorporating the gains of the
feedback and the cost of exchange of information, allow us to determine the
optimal amount of feedback for any set of system parameters. Moreover, the
asymptotic analysis carried out for both schemes gives us insight into the
amount and the split of the optimal feedback between obtaining multi-user
diversity and accurate channel information for better inter-user interference
cancellation. The optimal split involves in which region of the sum rate,
system is operating. The noise limited regime demands the use of feedback
to harness fully the multi-user diversity benefit whereas the interference lim-
ited regime requires the use of feedback resources to get fine quality CSIT
because the MSE of CSIT is the principal factor to determine the saturation
point of the sum rate versus SNR. In between these two regimes, the feed-
back split depends upon the contribution of multi-user diversity gain, the
importance of CSIT quality in the sum rate and the fraction of coherence
interval used for feedback.
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4.A Average Power Constrained Users

We treated the case when the users in the system are peak power con-
strained. For average power constrained users, the feedback behavior will
change as the MSE of CSIT changes for average power constrained users.
We keep the discussion to minimum as we believe this power constraint to
be unrealistic and impractical. If there are K users in the system having
channel coherence length of T and each constrained to an average power
Pavg per channel use, the total UL energy available in each coherence block
is PavgKT . Now if Kobl users feedback, each one of these can transmit an
energy of PavgKT/K

obl. Here the use of orthogonal codes is not necessary
because, due to weaker power constraint, the users can transmit all of their
available power in short intervals. Hence with this energy transmitted for
every channel coefficient, the MSE of CSIT at the BS will be

σ2
h =

1
PavgKT

Kobl + 1
. (4.33)

Although the feeding back users will be able to transmit pilots with larger
energy (if K >> Kobl), yet they will be transmitting only occasionally, the
probability of which will reduce with more users in the system and hence
long term average power constraint will be satisfied. Such users’ power
constraint for the transmission in the UL direction was employed in [47].
The sum rate expressions for the two schemes when the users are average
power constrained can be obtained by plugging in the MSE of CSIT from
eq. (4.33).
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SRinf =
T −M − βKinf
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(4.35)
Then these sum rate expressions can be optimized to evaluate the amount
of feedback (the number of users) to maximize the sum rate.
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Chapter 5

Novel CSIT Acquisition for
Reciprocal Channels

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Motivation

Multi-antenna transmitters and receivers are instrumental to optimizing the
performance of bandwidth and power limited wireless communication sys-
tems which has mainly been the focus of interest in previous chapters. In
the DL, in particular, the communication between a multiple-antenna en-
abled BS and one or more users with either a single or multiple antenna each
can be significantly enhanced through the use of scheduling, beamforming
and power allocation algorithms, be it in single user or multi-user mode
(spatial division multiplexing). This requires the availability of CSIT at the
BS [6], [15], except when the number of users reaches an asymptotic (large)
regime in which case random opportunistic beamforming scheme can be ex-
ploited [59], [13]. Not only the presence of CSIT is required for harnessing
the gains of DL channel, the quality of CSIT also plays a very important
role. It has been shown that for reasonable DL performance, the quality of
CSIT needs to be refined with DL SNR otherwise the multiplexing gain is
lost [17]. Hence good quality CSIT is desired at the expense of minimum
resource consumption. This has motivated the proposal of many techniques

83
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for providing the CSIT in an efficient manner. Proposals for how to provide
CSIT roughly fall in two categories depending upon the chosen duplexing
scheme for the considered wireless network. In the case of TDD systems, it
was always assumed that CSIT should exploit the reciprocity of UL and DL
channels, so as to avoid the use of any resource consuming feedback chan-
nel [18], [19]. The way reciprocity is exploited in the current TDD systems,
is through the use of a training sequence sent by the user on the UL, based
on which the BS first builds an estimate of the UL channel which in turn
serves as an estimate for the DL channel in the next DL slot [18]. In FDD
systems, UL and DL portions of the bandwidth are normally quite apart
and hence the channel realizations can be safely assumed to be independent
of each other. This lack of channel reciprocity motivates instead the use of a
dedicated feedback link in which the user conveys the information, about the
estimated DL channel, back to the BS. Recently, several interesting strate-
gies have been proposed for how to best use a limited feedback channel and
still provide the BS with exploitable CSIT (see [20], [17], [21], [22] and the
references therein for further details).

5.1.2 Contribution

In this chapter, we focus on the problem of CSIT acquisition in a TDD
system. We show that the traditional approach using training sequences
exclusively fails to fully exploit the channel reciprocity. The key shortcoming
is as follows: when sending a training sequence in the UL of a traditional
TDD system, the user allows the BS to estimate the channel by a classical
channel estimator (it can be a least-square (LS) estimator or minimum mean
square error (MMSE) based, just to name a few). However, note that the
user itself has the knowledge of the channel coefficients (obtained during the
current DL frame or from the DL synchronization sequence or other control
signals or even from the previous DL frames if the channel is correlated in
time) but, regretfully, does not exploit that knowledge in order to facilitate
the CSIT acquisition by the BS. Interestingly, by contrast, in FDD systems,
the user exploits its DL channel knowledge by quantizing the channel and
sending the result over a dedicated feedback link. In FDD case, UL training
is used by the BS solely for UL data detection as this UL training cannot
give any direct information to the BS about the DL channel.

We point out that in TDD systems there is a unique opportunity to
combine the advantages of both forms of CSIT acquisition. In doing so,
we obtain a new CSIT acquisition scheme mixing the classical channel es-
timation using training with the quantized limited channel feedback of the
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same channel. This gives us a framework for fully utilizing the channel reci-
procity in a TDD setup and it improves the classical trade-off between the
CSIT quality and the amount of training/feedback resource used. The opti-
mal CSIT acquisition structure is characterized under this novel framework.
This hybrid CSIT acquisition setup gives rise to a very interesting joint esti-
mation and detection problem for which we propose two iterative algorithms.
We further propose a sub-optimal outage rate based approach which helps
us to optimize the fixed resource partitioning between training and quan-
tized feedback phases. We adapt this optimization framework to use it with
practical constellations like QSPK and 16-QAM. The results obtained con-
firm our intuition and clearly demonstrate the benefit of this hybrid (mix
of training and quantized feedback) approach for upcoming TDD systems.
The quality of CSIT acquired through this new hybrid combining is much
better than that of CSIT obtained through classical training under a global
training and feedback resource constraint.

5.1.3 The State of the Art

In previous work, Caire et al. studied the achievable rates for multi-user
MIMO DL removing all the assumptions of CSIR and CSIT for FDD sys-
tems in [48]. They gave transmission schemes incorporating all the necessary
training and feedback stages and compared achievable rates either with ana-
log feedback or with quantized feedback. The reference [60] studies the decay
rate of the feedback distortion versus SNR with analog and digital quantized
feedback for FDD systems. A very recent work [61] studies combining the
analog and digital feedback for FDD systems. All of these works fundamen-
tally differ from this work as there is no channel reciprocity in FDD systems
and hence there is no point in combining the UL training and the quantized
feedback of the DL channel.

Some other contributions [18], [51], [55], [53] and [62] analyze the sum
rate of TDD systems starting without any assumption of CSI but restrict
the CSIT acquisition through training only. [19] does a comparison of TDD
systems versus FDD systems in terms of CSIT acquisition accuracy. [63]
studies the diversity-multiplexing trade-off [64] of two-way SIMO channels
when TDD is the mode of operation. All of these references treat no-CSI
TDD systems but all acquire CSIT through training only. Hence this work
becomes the first attempt of CSIT combining through training and quantized
feedback for reciprocal channels.
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5.1.4 Organization

The system model and the mode of CSIR acquisition is given in section
5.2, followed by the classical CSIT acquisition for FDD and TDD systems
in section 5.3. The optimal CSIT acquisition strategy combining training
and feedback is outlined in section 5.4. Two iterative and one non-iterative
algorithms for the joint estimation and detection have been proposed in
section 5.5. The simplified outage-rate based framework to optimize the
resource split appears in section 5.6 followed by its adaption for practical
constellations in section 5.7. The simulation results have been provided in
section 5.8, followed by the conclusions in section 5.9.

5.2 System Model and CSIR Acquisition

We consider the two way communication in a cell between a single BS,
equipped with M antennas, and a single antenna mobile user. The DL
channel h ∈ C

M is assumed to be flat-fading with independent complex
Gaussian zero-mean unit-variance entries. We assume block fading channel
so each channel realization stays constant for T channel uses [23] which can
be accordingly partitioned between UL and DL data transmissions.

The goal of this work is to provide a reliable estimate of the DL channel
to the BS, which in turn can be used for scheduling/beamforming/precoding
purposes as was the case in previous two chapters. However in this chapter,
we focus on the acquisition issue of the channel knowledge and not about
its use in MIMO transmission schemes.

In the DL, the received signal at the user for TDL channel uses is given
by

ydl = Xdlh + zdl, (5.1)

where Xdl ∈ C
TDL×M is the signal transmitted by the BS for TDL channel

uses (satisfying BS power constraint), zdl ∈ C
TDL is the complex Gaussian

noise with independent zero-mean unit-variance entries and ydl ∈ C
TDL is

the observation sequence during this TDL-length interval.
If the user has to use the above DL system equation for DL channel

estimation, for identifiability of M -dimensional channel at the user’s side,
the length TDL of the transmitted data (the training sequence in this case)
should be larger thanM . Based upon the knowledge of the training sequence
Xdl and the observed signal ydl, the user can estimate the DL channel h

using various techniques. The LS estimate, denoted as ȟLS, would be [44]

ȟLS =
(

X
†
dl

Xdl

)−1

X
†
dl

ydl. (5.2)
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The user can employ the MMSE estimation criteria and in this case the
estimate is given by

ȟMMSE =
(

X
†
dlXdl + IM

)−1

X
†
dlydl. (5.3)

5.3 Classical CSIT Acquisition

We now briefly review the classical approaches for acquiring CSIT at the
BS in FDD and TDD systems. We shall build upon the equations below in
order to present our ideas later.

5.3.1 FDD Systems

A typical UL frame for FDD systems is shown in Fig. 5.1 where the initial
Tfb channel uses are reserved for feedback. For the BS to be able to decode

Figure 5.1: Uplink frame structure: Total feedback length is divided between
UL training and quantized feedback phases.

the feedback properly (sent as UL payload), it should first know/estimate
the UL channel (denoted as hu ∈ C

M ). If the user sends a normalized
training sequence xa ∈ C

1×Ta of length Ta in the UL direction, the signal
received at the BS for Ta channel uses is given by

Ya =
√

Pu huxa + Za, (5.4)

where Za ∈ C
M×Ta represents the spatio-temporally white Gaussian noise

with zero-mean unit-variance entries and Ya ∈ C
M×Ta is the received signal

at M antennas of the BS during this Ta-length training interval. Pu rep-
resents the user’s peak power constraint which is equal to the UL SNR at
every BS antenna due to the normalized noise variances. After observing
Ya, the BS can make an estimate ĥu of the UL channel hu, knowing the
training sequence xa. Estimation techniques like LS or MMSE as described
in the previous section can be applied.
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In FDD systems, the mobile station obtains the DL channel estimate ȟ

from the DL frame as described in the previous section. If Q denotes the
quantization function, then for the DL channel estimate ȟ, its quantized
version (the index of the closest codeword in the codebook) is given by
Q(ȟ). Afterward user maps this index (sequence of bits) into a sequence of
constellation symbols, using the mapping function denoted by S. Let the
finite cardinality set of all mapped codewords be denoted by CB. Hence the
feedback of the DL channel would be

xq = S(Q(ȟ)), (5.5)

where xq ∈ C
1×Tq is the Tq dimensional row vector of the normalized con-

stellation symbols. This parameter Tq determines the size of the codebook.
The signal received at the BS upon transmission of xq is

Yq =
√

Pu huxq + Zq, (5.6)

where Yq and Zq are M × Tq matrices of the received signal and the noise
respectively at M antennas of the BS during this Tq length feedback interval.
Based upon the estimate ĥu of the UL channel hu and the received feedback
Yq, BS tries to recover the DL channel feedback (quantized version, xq)
using the optimum (although relatively complex) maximum likelihood (ML)
sequence estimation technique.

ĥ = arg min
ȟ

||Yq −
√

Pu ĥuS(Q(ȟ))||2 (5.7)

The search space will be restricted to the codebook, hence the BS, at best,
can estimate the quantized version of the channel.

5.3.2 TDD Systems

If the communication system is operating under TDD mode, DL and UL
channels are reciprocal, hence hu = h. So if a user transmits pilot sequence
on the UL (like eq. (5.4)), the simple (UL) channel estimation at the BS
furnishes CSIT due to UL and DL channel reciprocity. In the past, this has
been the classical way of getting CSIT in TDD systems [18], [19].

5.4 Optimal Training and Feedback Combining in

TDD Systems

The classical training based CSIT acquisition for TDD systems ignores the
fact that user knows the DL channel and the CSIT acquisition based only on
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the quantized feedback for FDD systems cannot use the channel reciprocity
whereas in TDD systems both can be exploited at the same time.

We propose a novel hybrid two stage CSIT acquisition strategy which
exploits the channel reciprocity and user’s channel knowledge at the same
time. We assume perfect channel knowledge at the user’s side for ease of
exposition1 and later, in section 5.8.4, we show results removing this perfect
CSIR assumption. Working under a constraint of fixed resource available
for CSIT acquisition (Tfb channel uses and user’s power constraint of Pu),
our strategy consists of dividing this interval in two phases as shown in Fig.
5.1 for the UL frame of FDD, whereas the classical strategy will use all
this resource of Tfb channel uses for pilot sequence transmission. The first
stage of this hybrid approach, termed as “pure training”, is the transmission
of training sequence from the user to the BS for Ta channel uses and the
received signal will be

Ya =
√

Pu hxa + Za. (5.8)

(See eq. (5.4) for the dimensions of all parameters.)
The optimal training based estimate, denoted as ĥa, based upon the ob-
served signal Ya and knowing xa will be

ĥa = arg min
h

||Ya −
√

Pu hxa||2. (5.9)

The second stage, termed as “quantized feedback”, consists of the transmis-
sion of quantized channel, already known at the user, for Tq channel uses
and the received signal will be

Yq =
√

Pu hxq + Zq, (5.10)

(See eq. (5.6) for the dimensions of all parameters.)
where xq = S(Q(h)) ∈ CB. This equation reveals the intriguing aspect
that the BS needs to acquire h which appears both as the channel and the
transmitted feedback xq. The BS can try to decode only the quantized
channel information based upon the knowledge of ĥa (obtained as in eq.
(5.9) making use of pure training xa)

ĥq = arg min
xq∈CB

||Yq −
√

Pu ĥaxq||2. (5.11)

The optimal CSIT will be obtained by the joint estimation and detec-
tion (of h and xq respectively) based upon the observation of Ya and Yq,

1In general, the CSIR quality at the users’ side is much better. Firstly the DL pilots
are global (they are not transmitted per user contrary to the UL pilots) and secondly, the
BS can surely pump larger power as compared to small hand-held mobile devices.
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knowing xa and assuming an optimal split between the training and the
quantized feedback phases where the total CSIT acquisition interval length
Tfb is constrained as Ta + Tq = Tfb.

ĥ = arg min
h

|| [Ya Yq] −
√

Pu h[xa S(Q(h))] ||2 (5.12)

The optimal solution requires a double minimization and does not seem to
bear a closed form expression for ĥ.

5.5 Joint Channel Estimation and Feedback De-
tection Algorithms

We give three algorithms in this section which separately solve the estima-
tion and the detection problem of the joint minimization of eq. (5.12). The
first two algorithms are iterative which separately solve the estimation and
detection problems and iterate till convergence. These algorithms have been
closely inspired by [65] which proposes similar algorithms for joint blind es-
timation and detection for signal separation. We have made modifications
for our requirements where data aided channel estimation after the initial-
ization step and the presence of channel as “data” (feedback) make them
unique and suitable for the concerned objective. The third algorithm is just
the single-shot solution of the joint estimation and detection. Owing to its
simplicity, it allows us to further optimize the resource split between training
and quantized feedback in the next section.

5.5.1 Iterative Estimation and Detection

We describe below our algorithm.
Step 1) Initial channel estimation based upon the pilots only

ĥ0
a = arg min

h

||Ya −
√

Pu hxa||2, (5.13)

which is a simple least squares problem with the solution

ĥ0
a = Yax

†
a(xax

†
a)

−1 1√
Pu
. (5.14)

i = 1 (5.15)
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Superscript denotes the iteration number.
Step 2) At iteration i, do enumeration over all the codes in the codebook
assuming that the channel ĥi−1

a is perfectly known.

x̂i
q = arg min

xq∈CB
||Yq −

√

Pu ĥi−1
a xq||2 (5.16)

Step 3) Regenerate extended pilot sequence xext (pilots and detected feed-
back)

xext
i = [xa x̂i

q]. Yext = [Ya Yq]. (5.17)

Step 4) Channel estimation based upon the extended pilots (i.e. knowing
xext

i)

ĥi
a = arg min

h

||Yext −
√

Pu hxext
i||2 (5.18)

ĥi
a = Yextxext

†i(xext
ixext

†i)−1 1√
Pu

(5.19)

Step 5) If x̂i
q 6= x̂i−1

q or ĥi
a 6= ĥi−1

a , i = i+ 1 and go to Step 2.

The final channel estimate ĥ is the channel vector corresponding to x̂i
q in

the codebook.

The formal convergence statement and its proof for this iterative algo-
rithm appear in the following theorem.

Theorem 2 (Convergence for Iterative Estimation and Detection Algo-
rithm). Let ĥi

a be the estimated channel and x̂i
q be the detected feedback,

both at i-th iteration of the iterative estimation and detection algorithm. Let

the residual function f
(

ĥa,xext;Yext

)

∆
= ||Yext−

√
Pu ĥaxext||2 be selected

as the descent function for this algorithm. Then there exists some positive
integer j such that for any i ≥ j, x̂i

q = x̂
j
q and ĥi

a = ĥ
j
a.

Proof. The residual descent function f
(

ĥa,xext;Yext

)

= ||Yext−
√
Pu ĥaxext||2

is non-negative and continuous. Considering the residual function at i-th it-
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eration:

f
(

ĥi
a,xext

i;Yext

)

a
= ||Yext −

√

Pu ĥi
axext

i||2

b
= min

h
||Yext −

√

Pu hxext
i||2

c
≤ ||Yext −

√

Pu ĥi−1
a xext

i||2
d
= ||Ya −

√

Pu ĥi−1
a xa||2 + ||Yq −

√

Pu ĥi−1
a x̂i

q||2
e
= ||Ya −

√

Pu ĥi−1
a xa||2 + min

xq∈CB
||Yq −

√

Pu ĥi−1
a xq||2

f
≤ ||Ya −

√

Pu ĥi−1
a xa||2 + ||Yq −

√

Pu ĥi−1
a x̂i−1

q ||2
g
= ||Yext −

√

Pu ĥi−1
a xext

i−1||2
h
= f

(

ĥi−1
a ,xext

i−1;Yext

)

(5.20)

Equalities d and g make use of the property of the Frobenius norm [66].
The set of equations above shows that each single iteration of the algorithm
over estimation and detection causes to monotonically reduce the residual
function unless iterates converge. This monotonic reduction of the descent
function, its non-negativity and the fact that xq belongs to a finite set
(codes of the codebook) and hence corresponding iterates of the estimation
sub-problem are also finite prove the convergence of this algorithm to the
locally optimal solution in a finite number of steps. The globally optimal
solution is achieved by having a good initial point which depends upon the
training part as confirmed by our simulations.

5.5.2 Simplified Iterative Estimation and Detection

This algorithm is very similar to the previous algorithm in essence but the
difference arises at the detection step. The second step of the previous algo-
rithm, the ML detection of the quantized code from the codebook, is com-
putationally quite onerous, especially for codebooks with large cardinality.
So we replace this enumeration step with least squares detection followed
by mapping on the codebook. So the Step 2 of the previous algorithm gets
replaced by two sub-steps.
Step 2-A) At iteration i, do LS detection of the quantized feedback assuming
ĥi−1

a as the perfectly known channel

x̂i
LS = (ĥ†i−1

a ĥi−1
a )−1ĥ†i−1

a Yq

1√
Pu
. (5.21)
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Step 2-B) Do hard detection on the constellation symbols which will map
the LS channel estimate to the nearest code in the codebook.

x̂i
q = HardDetection(x̂i

LS) (5.22)

This helps to significantly reduce the computational complexity. Later
results show that this does not involve any discernible performance degra-
dation.

5.5.3 Single-Shot Estimation and Detection

Among the proposed algorithms, this is the simplest and the fastest al-
gorithm for the joint estimation and detection problem where the channel
estimation and the feedback detection are performed (separately) only once.
Step 1) Channel estimation based only upon the pilots

ĥa = arg min
h

||Ya −
√

Pu hxa||2. (5.23)

We can employ either the LS or the MMSE estimation technique.
Step 2) Detection of the feedback xq assuming channel ĥa is perfectly
known. This detection problem can be solved either by enumerating all the
codewords like the first algorithm or by simple LS like the second algorithm
or even by applying MMSE filter.

5.6 Outage Based Training and Feedback Parti-

tioning

5.6.1 Definitions and Initial Setup

The solution for the optimal CSIT estimate, ĥ in eq. (5.12), requires joint
estimation and detection. Furthermore, the fixed resource (Tfb channel uses)
needs to be optimally split between the training length Ta and the quantized
feedback length Tq. Even if, as a simplification, we focus separately on
training based estimate ĥa (given in eq. (5.9)) and digital feedback based
estimate ĥq (given in eq. (5.11)), two questions arise: i) how the fixed CSIT
acquisition interval Tfb should be split between training and feedback?, and
ii) how the two estimates should be combined to get the final estimate?

We use the minimization of the mean-square error (MSE) of the final
CSIT (formally defined below) as the criterion for the optimal resource split,
thus answering the first question for which we give the proper framework in
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the next subsection. It has been shown in [17] that the principal factor in
the DL sum rate loss due to imperfect CSI is the MSE of CSIT. Hence the
minimization of the MSE of CSIT is equivalent to the maximization of the
system wide sum rate, the most commonly adopted system performance met-
ric. Furthermore, we propose to use the quantized feedback based estimate
ĥq as the final CSIT estimate ĥ due to better channel diversity exploitation
properties of digital transmission as an answer to the second question. It
may give the impression that the training based estimate ĥa goes wasted
but in reality quantized feedback xq, which provides ĥq, is decoded based
upon this training based estimate ĥa.

This optimization framework consists of first providing a training based
estimate ĥa to the BS in the training interval of Ta channel uses. In the
second interval of Tq channel uses, the user sends the quantized version of
its unit-norm channel direction information (CDI) vector which we assume
to be perfectly known at the user. As the channel stays constant for each
acquisition interval, this feedback transmission is equivalent to the transmis-
sion over slow fading channels for which deep channel fades (causing outage)
are the typical error events [3]. We define the “outage” as an event when
the channel realization and the quality of the training based estimate ĥa (a
function of Ta) don’t allow the BS to successfully decode the feedback in-
formation. Let ǫ(Ta, b) be the outage probability in the quantized feedback
phase when transmitting b bits per channel use on the UL feedback channel.
Thus b is the ǫ(Ta, b)-outage rate [3] of the UL channel in the quantized feed-
back phase. So the user can send a total of B = bTq feedback bits at ǫ(Ta, b)
outage. Although the constellations used in practice have 2b points where b
must be a positive integer, for the time being we relax this restriction and
allow positive real values for b.

We define the squared CDI error as the sine squared of the angle (θ)
between the true channel direction vector h̄ and the BS estimated direction
vector

¯̂
h, denoted as σ2(h, ĥ).

σ2(h, ĥ)
∆
= sin2(θ) = 1 − cos2(θ) = 1 − |h̄†¯̂h|2 (5.24)

Further the MSE of CSIT is defined to be the expected value of the squared
CDI error at the transmitter and denoted as σ2. Although it’s a slight abuse
of notation but it has been shown that the CDI plays a vital role both for
single-user and multi-user scenarios [17].

For the quantization of M -dimensional unit-norm CDI at the user, we
employ random vector quantization (RVQ). For RVQ, the exact expression
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for the mean-square quantization error σ2
q has been given in [67], [17] as

σ2
q = 2Bβ

(

2B ,
M

M − 1

)

, (5.25)

where B is the total number of feedback bits (i.e. the codebook consists
of 2B codes) and β represents the beta function which is defined in terms

of the Gamma function as β(a, b) = Γ(a)Γ(b)
Γ(a+b) . However it turns out that a

simple and tight upper bound given in reference [17] suffices:

σ2
q ≤ 2

−B
M−1 . (5.26)

5.6.2 Resource Split between Training and Feedback

Theorem 3 (The minimization of the MSE of CSIT). Under the training
and feedback combining strategy, the MSE of CSIT σ2 is minimized as a
result of the following optimization governing the fixed resource (Tfb) split
between the training Ta and the quantized feedback interval Tq and the outage
rate b:

σ2∗ = min
Ta,b

[

2
−b(Tfb−Ta)

M−1 + ǫ(Ta, b)

]

(5.27)

The constraints for this minimization are:

1 ≤ Ta ≤ Tfb and 0 ≤ b (5.28)

The outage probability in the feedback interval ǫ(Ta, b) and the outage rate b
are linked by the relation:

b = log

(

1 +
P 2

uTa

2(Pu + PuTa + 1)
F−1(ǫ(Ta, b))

)

, (5.29)

where Pu is the user’s power constraint and F−1(.) is the inverse of the stan-
dard cumulative distribution function (CDF) of χ2

2M distributed variable.

Proof. The proof consists of two parts. First we show the argument of mini-
mization to be an upper bound on the MSE of CSIT and in the second part,
the relation between ǫ(Ta, b) and b is derived.
Upper bound on the MSE of CSIT:

During the feedback phase, when the channel is not in outage and the BS
is able to decode the feedback correctly, there is only quantization error in
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the final CSIT estimate. On the other hand, when the channel is in out-
age (happens with probability ǫ(Ta, b)), the BS cannot decode the feedback
information. Hence the MSE of CSIT σ2 can be written as

σ2 = (1 − ǫ(Ta, b)) σ
2
q + ǫ(Ta, b) Eσ2

h̄6=¯̂
h
(h, ĥ)

≤ (1 − ǫ(Ta, b)) σ
2
q + ǫ(Ta, b)

≤ σ2
q + ǫ(Ta, b), (5.30)

where σ2
q is the mean-square quantization error and σ2

h̄6=¯̂
h
(h, ĥ) represents

the MSE of CSIT when the channel is in outage (which means a feedback
error occurs). The first inequality is obtained as Eσ2

h̄6=¯̂
h
(h, ĥ) is upper-

bounded by 1. Putting the value of σ2
q from eq. (5.26) using B = bTq and

Tfb = Ta + Tq in eq. (5.30), we get the desired upper bound of the MSE of
CSIT as

σ2 ≤ 2
−b(Tfb−Ta)

M−1 + ǫ(Ta, b), (5.31)

which concludes the first part of our proof.
The Interplay of Training and Quantized Feedback: The MSE bound
of the CSIT eq. (5.31) is the desired performance metric. Its minimization
gives us the optimal values for Ta, Tq and b (the number of feedback bits per
channel use - this parameter governs the constellation size and hence the
quantization error) for a fixed resource Tfb. This bound shows us the basic
trade-off involved. If the total number of feedback bits B = bTq is made large
(either by choosing a large rate b per channel use in the feedback channel
or by making Tq large), it will allow the user to select a larger codebook
(with 2B codewords) and hence the quantization error will be negligible.
But this strategy will plague the final CSIT estimation error by introducing
a lot of outage (due to large b or poor channel estimate ĥa caused by small
Ta = Tfb −Tq). On the other hand for a small number of total feedback bits
B, the degradation due to outage probability will fade away, but there will
be fewer codewords in the codebook and hence a large quantization error.
The relation of b and ǫ(Ta, b):
Pilot sequence transmission from the user to the BS for an interval of length
Ta, given in eq. (5.8), can be equivalently written in a simplified form as

ya =
√

PuTa h + za, (5.32)

where Pu is the user’s power constraint and ya,h, za are the received signal,
the channel vector and the noise respectively, all column vectors of dimension
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M . The BS can make MMSE estimate ĥa of the channel h as

ĥa =

√
PuTa

PuTa + 1
ya. (5.33)

As the i.i.d. channel entries are standard Gaussian, the MMSE estimation
error h̃a = h − ĥa has also Gaussian i.i.d. entries as h̃a ∼ CN

(

0, σ2
aIM

)

and the MSE per channel coefficient σ2
a is given by

σ2
a =

1

PuTa + 1
. (5.34)

Similarly the estimate ĥa has Gaussian i.i.d. entries and is distributed as

ĥa ∼ CN
(

0, PuTa

PuTa+1IM

)

.

Now we focus our attention on the quantized feedback interval of the
CSIT acquisition, given in eq. (5.10). The signal received during one symbol
interval of this phase is given by

yq =
√

Pu hxq + zq, (5.35)

where xq represents the scalar feedback symbol transmitted by the user
and yq,h, zq are M -dimensional column vectors representing respectively
the observed signal, the channel and the noise for this particular symbol
interval. To decode this information, the BS uses the estimate ĥa that it
developed during the training phase. The above equation can be written as

yq =
√

Pu ĥaxq +
√

Pu h̃axq + zq. (5.36)

The average effective signal-to-noise-ratio (denoted as SNReff) at the BS
during the feedback interval relegating the signal part which comes associ-
ated with the channel estimation error h̃a into noise and treating ĥa as the
perfectly known channel is given by:

SNReff =
Pu||ĥa||2
Puσ2

a + 1
. (5.37)

Plugging in the value of σ2
a from eq. (5.34), SNReff will become

SNReff =
Pu||ĥa||2

Pu

PuTa+1 + 1
. (5.38)
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We can do a small change of variable as 2(PuTa+1)
PuTa

||ĥa||2 represents a stan-
dard chi-square random variable having 2M degrees of freedom (DOF), de-
noted as χ2

2M . So the SNReff becomes

SNReff =
P 2

uTa

2(Pu + PuTa + 1)
χ2

2M . (5.39)

The outage probability ǫ(Ta, b) during this feedback interval correspond-
ing to the outage rate b bits per channel use can be written as

ǫ(Ta, b) = P [log (1 + SNReff) ≤ b]

= P

[

log

(

1 +
P 2

uTa

2(Pu + PuTa + 1)
χ2

2M

)

≤ b

]

, (5.40)

where P denotes the probability of an event. This relation can be inverted
to obtain the outage rate b corresponding to the outage probability ǫ(Ta, b),
as given below

b = log

(

1 +
P 2

uTa

2(Pu + PuTa + 1)
F−1(ǫ(Ta, b))

)

, (5.41)

where F−1(.) is the inverse of the CDF of χ2
2M distributed variable. This

concludes the proof.
The analytical solution to the minimization in Theorem 3 does not bear

closed form expression but its numerical optimization is quite trivial.

5.7 Optimization Setup with Practical Constella-
tions

In the previous optimization procedure, we had relaxed the restriction of
practical constellations and allowed any positive real values for the outage
rate b bits per channel use. But this is not true for the practical communica-
tion systems as the constellations used always have number of points equal
to an integer power of 2, i.e., b can only take an integer value. We propose
two simple strategies in the following sub-sections to handle this issue which
arises due to this limitation of practical constellations.

5.7.1 Resource Split for Fixed Constellations

We can optimize the MSE of CSIT for a fixed constellation, i.e. for a fixed
outage rate b. In this case, the outage rate based optimization setup, built
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in the previous section, remains operational except that b is no more an
optimization variable but a fixed parameter corresponding to the chosen
constellation. Thus b will assume the values of 2 and 4 for QPSK and
16-QAM, respectively, although any other constellation can be chosen. The
minimization of the MSE of CSIT will give the optimal resource split tailored
for the particular constellation chosen. Hence the objective function for a
fixed constellation (fixed value of b) becomes:

min
Ta

[

2
−b(Tfb−Ta)

M−1 + ǫ(Ta, b)

]

(5.42)

where Tfb = Ta + Tq and b are fixed, and b and ǫ(Ta, b) are related as in
Theorem 3. The constraint for this minimization is:

1 ≤ Ta ≤ Tfb (5.43)

This minimization gives the optimal value of training length Ta which should
be used to get the minimum MSE of CSIT for this particular constellation
(fixed b) under fixed values of M , Pu and Tfb. This restriction of fixed
constellation brings in some limitations. For example, the use of smaller
constellation like QSPK at very high SNR will not be beneficial as CSIT
error will stay bounded due to the fixed cardinality of the codebook (hence
quantization error will be non-diminishing as a function of SNR) even for
asymptotically large values of SNR.

5.7.2 Resource Split with Continuous Rates & Parity Bits

The other way to resolve the issue of discrete practical constellations is
through the use of channel coding. This allows us to use positive real values
for b, obtained from the original optimization setup. The only restriction,
we impose, is that B should take an integer value which can be obtained
by using ceiling or floor operation on the product bTq. Now this B governs
the cardinality of the codebook. The actual constellation, which is used
to send feedback, is the one larger than that dictated by b, among the
available constellations. Let the rate of that constellation be denoted by
bc. Hence the number of total bits, which will be sent in the feedback
phase, is Bc = bcTq where Bc > B as bc > b. All the extra bits Bc−B in the
feedback phase are used as parity bits. So one can employ either linear block
codes or convolutional codes with an appropriate rate so as to convert B
information (true channel feedback) bits into Bc coded bits. One advantage
of using convolutional codes is that puncturing can give more flexibility for
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rate matching. Now these Bc bits are sent in the digital feedback phase. As
the outage rate b is less than the rate bc of the constellation chosen, the use
of larger constellation will give rise to increase in the number of erroneous
coded bits. The number of errors will grow large in direct proportion to the
difference Bc − B. On the other hand, all the extra feedback bits Bc − B
are the parity bits and when decoding will be performed at the BS, the
capability of this coding/decoding operation to combat the channel errors
(introduced in the quantized feedback) is also proportional to this difference,
hence compensating the negative impact of using larger constellation.

5.8 Simulation Results

Our simulation environment consists of a BS with M = 4 antennas and
a single user with a single antenna. The channel model is the same as
described in Section 5.2. The feedback interval Tfb is fixed to 20 channel
uses for all simulations.

5.8.1 Continuous Constellations

First we present the results when the outage rate b is not constrained to
be an integer and can assume any positive real value. The optimization
of the objective function, given in section 5.6, gives us the values for the
optimal training length Ta and the optimal outage rate b for various values
of user’s power constraint, which is equal to the UL SNR as the noise at
every BS antenna has been normalized to have unit variance. Knowing
the values of ǫ(Ta, b) and Tq, computed based upon the optimal values of
Ta and b, allows us to compute the upper bound of the final CSIT error
eq. (5.31). These values have been plotted in dB scale in Fig. 5.2. For
comparison purpose, we have also plotted the MSE of CSIT with classical
training based estimation. This plot clearly shows the interest for our hybrid
two-staged CSIT acquisition strategy as, from medium to large SNR values,
CSIT error incurred by this scheme is much less than the error obtained
by training based only CSIT acquisition. Only at very low SNR values,
this two stage scheme performs worse than the classical training scheme.
This happens because we have restricted our final estimate to come from
the digital feedback. Here the total feedback resource (SNR and Tfb) does
not allow transmission of sufficient number of bits through the channel so
quantization error is quite large. This gets aggravated due to the poor
training based estimate based upon which these bits are decoded, further
degrading the performance. This degradation can be avoided by selecting
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Figure 5.2: Mean-Square CSIT Errors: Tfb = 20 and M = 4. The novel
hybrid scheme performs much better than the classical training based CSIT
acquisition. Gains are significant even with naive use of practical constella-
tions without any coding.
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an SNR threshold below which traditional training based scheme should be
employed.

To see the optimal split between training and quantized feedback, we
have plotted the optimal values of training length Ta, corresponding values
of quantized feedback interval Tq and the optimal outage rate b in Fig. 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Optimal Lengths and Outage Rate: Tfb = 20 and M = 4. With
increase in SNR, both the length of the quantized feedback interval Tq and
the outage rate b increase gradually.

5.8.2 Fixed Discrete Constellations

In this section, we present the simulation results when the fixed constella-
tions like QPSK and 16-QAM are used for quantized feedback transmission.
So the outage rate b becomes fixed corresponding to the fixed constellation
(2 for QPSK and 4 for 16-QAM) and the optimization is carried only over the
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resource split between training and quantized feedback as described in sec-
tion 5.7.1. The curves for the MSE of CSIT obtained theoretically, by doing
the simulations with actual constellations and the corresponding quantiza-
tion bound for that constellation have been plotted in Fig. 5.4. Quantization
bound gives the quantization error when maximal (Tfb−1) symbols are used
for quantized feedback part. Hence, it gives the lower bound on the MSE
of CSIT (performance upper bound) for that particular constellation. For
comparison purpose, we have also plotted the MSE of CSIT for classical
training scheme. This figure shows that from low to medium SNR values,
the novel scheme with QPSK gives CSIT error below that of the classical
training approach but 16-QAM is not attractive in this range due to many
incorrect detection events. At high SNR values, hybrid scheme with QPSK
suffers from performance degradation due to its bounded quantization error
but 16-QAM behaves much better than the classical scheme. At very high
values of SNR, even the 16-QAM will show bounded performance for the
same reason that its rate does not increase with SNR but then one needs to
switch to further larger constellations.

In Fig. 5.4, both for QPSK and 16-QAM, we have plotted the MSE of
CSIT using our proposed iterative estimation and detection algorithms from
section 5.5. A surprising fact about the two proposed iterative algorithms
is their similar performance. One would expect the iterative estimation
and detection algorithm (with ML detection) to perform much better than
the simplified iterative estimation and detection algorithm (which uses the
simple LS detection), but extensive simulations show that the performance
difference between the two algorithms is negligible. In all our simulations,
both algorithms show very rapid convergence and they were always con-
verging in second or third iteration. There were extremely rare instances
(less than one in ten million) when convergence was not achieved in three
iterations.

We don’t plot the optimal training and quantized feedback interval lengths
but they show the same behavior as displayed in Fig. 5.3, i.e., the optimal
quantized feedback interval gets larger with the increase in SNR for both
constellations.

5.8.3 Discrete Constellations and Coding

Now we plot the results of the MSE of CSIT when quantized feedback is
sent using discrete constellations and the rate matching is performed using
convolutional codes as explained in section 5.7.2. The code rates and the
puncturing patterns need to be selected carefully. First of all, convolutional
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Figure 5.4: Mean-Square CSIT Errors: Tfb = 20 and M = 4 (a) QPSK and
(b) 16-QAM. The novel hybrid scheme with QPSK performs better than the
classical one from 9 to 25 dB of SNR, but 16-QAM outperforms both after
21 dB.
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codes of all desired rates are not available. Secondly, although puncturing
can help a lot to reach to the desired rate still it needs to be selected carefully
as random choice of puncturing pattern may destroy the code structure and
hence ultimately its performance.
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Figure 5.5: Mean-Square CSIT Errors with Convolutional Coding: Tfb = 20
and M = 4. At certain SNR intervals, coding strategy performs better than
no coding optimal resource split outcome.

We plot the results obtained using three different codes (1/2 rate code,
2/3 rate code and 3/4 rate code) in Fig. 5.5. All of these codes have been
used with 16-QAM (4 bits per channel use). Hence the number of actual
information (feedback) bits are 2, 2.67 and 3 per channel use for 1/2, 2/3
and 3/4 rate code respectively. For comparison purpose, the plot shows the
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MSE of CSIT obtained by using QPSK and 16-QAM constellations without
any coding and through classical training scheme.

For 1/2 rate code, the generator matrix is [171 133]8 and trace back
length is 30. It performs better than classical training from 16 to 23 dB of
SNR but QPSK without any coding performs better than this curve. For
2/3 rate code, the generator matrix is [4 5 17; 7 4 2]8 with trace back length
of 20. From 17 dB onward, it performs better than classical training. It
performs even better than 16-QAM (without coding) before 24 dB of SNR.
For 3/4 rate code, we use the 1/2 rate base code (same as before) and use
the puncturing pattern of [111001] to get the final rate of 3/4.

5.8.4 Imperfect CSIR Analysis

All the previous results have been obtained working under the assumption
of perfect CSIR which is certainly too good to be true. Here we remove
this perfect CSIR assumption and analyze how the MSE of CSIT with novel
scheme behaves with imperfect CSIR.

The curves, when quantized feedback is transmitted using QPSK and
16-QAM, have been plotted in Fig. 5.6. We have plotted these curves
under two scenarios. First, when the CSIR quality varies and improves with
the increase in UL SNR which is quite logical as, due to reciprocity, the link
quality improves in both directions and the BS can surely pump more power
as compared to a small hand-held mobile unit. For this case, we take the
MSE of CSIR 30 dB less than the classical training only CSIT curve. The
second scenario is when CSIR quality is held fixed independent of the UL
SNR. For this, we plot the MSE of CSIT when the MSE of CSIR is kept fixed
at −40, −50 and −60 dB. We believe this scenario to be of relatively less
importance. We remark that when CSIR quality improves with UL SNR,
hybrid approach performs very close to the perfect CSIR curve. For the
other case when CSIR quality is kept fixed, it may become the performance
limit of the MSE of CSIT (if not of proper quality).

5.9 Conclusions

Traditional CSIT acquisition in reciprocal systems relying exclusively on
the use of training sequences ignores the shared knowledge of an identical
channel between the BS and the user. We presented a novel approach of
CSIT acquisition at the BS for the DL transmission in a reciprocal MIMO
communication system combining the use of a training sequence together
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Figure 5.6: Mean-Square CSIT Errors with Imperfect CSIR: Tfb = 20 and
M = 4 (a) QPSK and (b) 16-QAM. For an imperfect CSIR of reasonable
quality, the novel scheme performs much better than the classical scheme
and the performance approaches to the perfect CSIR case for a good enough
CSIR.
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with quantized channel feedback. We characterized the optimal CSIT ac-
quisition setup and proposed two iterative algorithms for the resulting joint
estimation and detection problem and provided a convergence proof. The
novel outage-rate based approach allows the optimal resource partitioning
between the training and the quantized feedback. We proposed two strate-
gies to overcome the limitation of practical constellation availability with
integer number of bits per channel use either by optimizing the resource
split for a particular constellation or by the use of channel coding for rate
matching. The novel combining scheme shows superior performance due to
better exploitation of the reciprocity principle and the trade-off between the
CSIT quality and the resource utilization improves significantly. It is fur-
ther shown that with an imperfect CSIR of reasonable quality, performance
gains comparable to the perfect CSIR case are achievable.
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Chapter 6

Transmit Power
Minimization with User
Selection

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 Motivation

In all the previous chapters, the objective has been either to determine the
fundamental rate limits (both for SU and MU systems) or to devise new
transmission/feedback schemes to achieve higher rates under fixed power
constraints. In this chapter, we change the perspective completely and
study a problem which is dual to the sum rate maximization under fixed
power constraint, namely, transmit power minimization under fixed rate
constraints. We consider a system with non-elastic traffic. The users in the
system have certain SINR constraints which can be directly translated to
rate or quality constraints. Thus if a user is selected for transmission in a
particular slot (frame), it should achieve SINR at least equal to its specified
threshold. The transmit power minimization corresponding to achieving a
certain set of QoS is a very important metric for service providers as it is
equivalent to the cost of the service which they would surely like to minimize
without compromising the quality.

111
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6.1.2 The State of the Art

The problem of the minimization of downlink transmit power required to
meet users’ SINR constraints by joint optimization of transmit beamform-
ing (BF) and power allocation was solved in [33] and [34]. They showed the
interesting duality of UL and DL channels for this problem. Exploiting this
UL-DL duality, they gave iterative algorithms to find the optimal beam-
forming matrices and the optimal power assignments to users and showed
the convergence of these algorithms to the optimal solution. For Gaussian
multi-user channels (either UL or DL), they showed that the problem of
the minimization of transmit power corresponding to certain SINR targets
bears a relatively simple solution due to the added structure which may
be exploited by successive interference cancellation (SIC) in the UL and by
DPC based encoding for known interference in the DL channels and the
results were presented in [35], [36] and [34]. The optimal BF turns out to be
the MMSE solution where no interference arises from the already encoded
users and treating the interference of unencoded users as extra noise, and
power allocation is done to raise the SINR level to the target SINR. Actually
the DL problem is solved by first solving the dual UL problem due to its
relatively simple structure.

The performance of different user selection algorithms for transmit power
minimization was studied in [37]. The Gaussian multi-user systems were
analyzed without exploiting the extra system structure through SIC or DPC.
For the case of 2 users transmitted simultaneously, analytical expressions
were obtained for minimum average transmit power required for guaranteed
rates with norm-based user selection (NUS) and angle-based user selection
(AUS).

6.1.3 Contribution

We study the problem of average transmit power minimization to meet users’
SINR constraints in conjunction with user scheduling. In this Gaussian
multi-user system, we make use of SIC in the UL channel or DPC based
encoding in the DL channel. As the channel information is already required
at the BS for beamforming and power allocation assignments, this extra pro-
cessing does not require any extra information. This problem formulation
gives twofold advantage over [37]: first no iterations are required to compute
the optimal BF vectors and power allocation scalars, and second less average
power is required at the transmitter to satisfy the same SINR constraints
at the users’ side. For the case of two users transmitted simultaneously,
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we derive analytical expressions for the minimum average transmit power
required with semi-orthogonal user selection (SUS), NUS and AUS. To find
the minimum average transmit power to achieve certain SINR constraints
when users are selected through SUS is one of the novelties of this work. We
compare the performance of these user selection algorithms in terms of min-
imum average transmit power required to satisfy users’ SINR constraints. It
turns out that NUS and AUS are strictly sub-optimal when compared with
SUS.

6.1.4 Organization

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 describes the system model.
Section 6.3 gives a brief overview of the problem of transmit power minimiza-
tion without user selection. In section 6.4, certain user selection algorithms
are reviewed for which later we analyze the performance. The main results
of the chapter, the analytical expressions for the minimum average trans-
mit power when two users are simultaneously transmitted, are presented in
section 6.5 along with performance comparison. The concluding remarks
appear in section 6.6.

6.2 System Model

The system, we consider, consists of a BS having M transmit antennas and
K single-antenna user terminals. In the DL, the signal received by k-th user
can be expressed as

yk = h
†
kx + zk, k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (6.1)

where h1†, h2†, . . . ,hK† are the channel vectors of users 1 through user K
with hk ∈ C

M×1, x ∈ C
M×1 denotes the signal transmitted by the BS and

z1, z2, . . . , zK are independent complex Gaussian additive noise terms with
zero mean and variance σ2. We denote the concatenation of the channels by
H

†
F = [h1h2 · · ·hK], so HF is the K ×M forward channel matrix with k-th

row equal to the channel of k-th user (h†
k
). The channel is assumed to be

block fading having coherence length of T symbol intervals. The entries of
the forward channel matrix HF are i.i.d. complex Gaussian with zero mean
and unit variance. We make the simplifying assumption of the presence of
perfect CSIT so as to focus completely on the performance of different user
selection algorithms.

We suppose that each user has the same SINR constraint of γ. If Ks out
of K users are selected for transmission during each coherence interval, the
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channel input x can be written as x = VP1/2u, where V ∈ C
M×Ks denotes

the beamforming matrix with normalized columns, P is Ks × Ks diagonal
power allocation matrix with positive real entries and u ∈ C

Ks×1 is the
vector of zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian information symbols. Hence,
E[Tr(P)] is the average transmit power which can be minimized by optimiz-
ing over the beamforming matrix V and the power allocation matrix P to
achieve the SINR target γ for all selected users. We select this minimum av-
erage transmit power as the performance metric and study the performance
of various user selection algorithms when users’ SINR constraints (γ) have
to be satisfied.

6.3 Overview of Transmit Power Minimization Prob-
lem

The signal received by k-th user can be written as

yk = h
†
kVP1/2u + zk, k = 1, 2, . . . ,Ks

=
√
pkh

†
kv̄kuk +

Ks
∑

j=1

j 6=k

√
pjh

†
kv̄juj + zk, (6.2)

where pk represents the power allocated to the stream of k-th user. The
second term in the expression represents the interference contribution at
k-th user due to beams meant for other selected users. Based upon this
received signal, the SINR of k-th user can be written as

SINRk =
pk|h†

kv̄k|2
Ks
∑

j=1

j 6=k

pj|h†
kv̄j|2 + σ2

. (6.3)

Without user selection, the problem of optimization of beamforming vectors
and power allocation matrix was solved in [34] and [33] using the UL-DL
duality (see Section 4.3 and 5.2 in [34] for details). They gave iterative al-
gorithms to obtain the optimal beamforming vectors and the optimal power
allocation for each user. The optimal beamforming vectors corresponding
to a particular (sub-optimal) power allocation are obtained, then power al-
locations are updated corresponding to these beamforming vectors. This
process is repeated till both converge to their optimal values. Unfortunately
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general closed form expressions for the transmit power required to achieve
SINR targets don’t exist due to intricate inter-dependence of beamforming
vectors and power allocations, as is evident from eq. (6.3).

For Gaussian multi-user systems (the case of interest), the extra struc-
ture allows the use of SIC in UL or DPC based encoding in the DL. This
permits to obtain the optimal beamforming vectors and power assignments
using back substitution without any iteration. Although iterations are not
required in this scenario, yet beamforming vector and power allocation of
one user depend upon the BF vectors and power assignments of already
treated users, hence closed form results are possible only when two users
are transmitted simultaneously. If both of the users have the same SINR
target γ (for relatively large γ), the minimum instantaneous transmit power
required is given by the following expression taken from Section 5.2 of [34].

ptx(h1,h2) = σ2γ

(

1

||h1||2
+

1

||h2||2 sin2(θ12)

)

, (6.4)

where θ12 is the angle between the channel vectors of the two users.

6.4 Review of User Selection Algorithms

In this section, we briefly state how different user selection algorithms op-
erate.

6.4.1 Norm-Based User Selection (NUS)

In NUS, users are selected based only upon their channel strengths. So K
users are sorted in descending order of their channel norm values, and first
Ks users are selected for transmission.

6.4.2 Angle-Based User Selection (AUS)

The user selection criterion in AUS is the mutual orthogonality of their
channel vectors. The first user is selected which has the largest channel
norm. The second user is selected as the one which is the most orthogonal
to this user, without any regard to its channel strength. The third selected
user is the one whose channel vector is the most orthogonal to the subspace
formed by the two already selected users’ channels. This process is repeated
till Ks users have been selected.
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6.4.3 Semi-Orthogonal User Selection (SUS)

The user selection metric for SUS is the combination of the channel strength
and its spatial orthogonality with respect to the other users. The first chosen
user is the one with the largest channel norm. The second chosen user is the
one whose projection on the null space of the first user has the largest norm.
Similarly, the third chosen user will be the one whose projection on the null
space of the subspace formed by the channel vectors of the first two users
has the largest norm. This process is repeated till Ks users get selected.
Interested readers can find the details of this algorithm in [38] or [21].

6.5 Transmit Power with User Selection

In this section, first we give the main results of this chapter, some analytical
expressions for the minimum average transmit power required to achieve cer-
tain SINR targets at users’ side when these users have been selected following
different user selection algorithms. Later, we compare the performance of
these user selection algorithms.

6.5.1 Main Results

We select users obeying different user selection algorithms as detailed in
Section 6.4 and in the second step, we compute the optimal beamforming
vectors and power assignments following the steps outlined in Section 6.3.

Theorem 4 (Minimum Average Transmit Power). Consider a DL system
having a BS equipped with M transmit antennas and K single antenna users,
each having an SINR constraint of γ, and Ks = 2 users are selected for
simultaneous transmission in each coherence block. If user selection is done
through NUS, the minimum average transmit power is given by

pN = γσ2

(

KαM,K−1 − (K − 2 − 1

M − 2
)αM,K

)

. (6.5)

If user selection is performed using AUS, the minimum average transmit
power required is given by

pA = γσ2

(

1

K − 1
(

K

M − 1
− αM,K) +

(M − 1)(K − 1)αM,K

(M − 1)(K − 1) − 1

)

. (6.6)

Now if SUS is employed at the BS to select the users, the upper bound of the
average transmitted power required (the performance lower bound) is given
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by
pS = γσ2 (αM,K +KαM−1,K−1 − (K − 1)αM−1,K) , (6.7)

where αM,K is a constant solely governed by M and K and is given by

αM,K =

∫ ∞

0
K
e−xxM−2

Γ(M)
G(M,x)K−1dx, (6.8)

where G(M,x) is the regularized Gamma function [68].
For the case of two selected users, a very useful lower bound on the average
transmit power required to achieve SINR targets (performance upper bound)
can be easily derived and is given by

pL = γσ2

(

KαM,K−1 − (K − 1)(1 − M − 1

(M − 1)(K − 1) − 1
)αM,K

)

. (6.9)

Proof. The proof outline is given in Appendix 6.B using the distribution
results from Appendix 6.A.

6.5.2 Performance Comparison

In this subsection, we compare the performance of already described user
selection algorithms when the metric of interest is the average transmit
power required to satisfy users’ SINR constraints.

The case of Ks = 2 Selected Users

The plot of minimum average transmit power required to attain specific
SINR targets γ versus the number of antennas at the BS appears in Fig.
6.1 for the considered user selection algorithms. We remark that SUS per-
forms better than the other user selection schemes but with the increase in
the number of transmit antennas, NUS also performs very well. The simi-
lar behavior was observed in [37] and the reason comes from the fact that
with the increase in the number of transmit antennas, users’ channels start
becoming (close to) spatially orthogonal and furthermore, due to difference
(M −Ks) very good beamforming vectors can be chosen to cause very small
interference for other users.

Fig. 6.2 plots the curves of the minimum average transmit power versus
the number of users for a fixed number of transmit antennas. SUS again
performs very close to the optimal (obtained by exhaustive search) but we
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Figure 6.1: Min. Avg. Transmit Power vs. M for K = 10, Ks = 2, γ = 10
dB, σ2 = 0.1. Curves show that SUS is the best strategy and follows closely
the power lower bound. NUS also performs close to SUS with increasing
number of transmit antennas.
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Figure 6.2: Min. Avg. Transmit Power vs. Nb. of Users for M = 4, Ks = 2,
γ = 10 dB, σ2 = 0.1. Curves show that SUS performs the best and NUS
becomes sub-optimal when number of users increases.
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remark that NUS does not behave very well in this scenario because it just
chooses users with good channel norms without paying any attention to their
spatial orthogonality which may affect significantly the interference observed
by the selected users.

The Case of Ks > 2 Selected Users
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Figure 6.3: Min. Avg. Transmit Power vs. M for K = 8, Ks = 4, γ = 10
dB, σ2 = 0.1. Curves show that SUS is the best strategy and follows closely
the power lower bound. NUS also becomes optimal for a reasonably large
number of transmit antennas.

We have plotted the minimum average transmit power required to achieve
certain SINR targets versus the number of transmit antennas and versus the
number of system users in Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4 respectively, for the user
selection algorithms of interest. For both of these plots, the number of se-
lected users is 4. We observe the same behavior as observed in the case
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Figure 6.4: Min. Avg. Transmit Power vs. Nb. of Users for M = 4, Ks = 4,
γ = 10 dB, σ2 = 0.1. Curves show that SUS performs the best and NUS
becomes strictly sub-optimal when number of users increases.
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of 2 selected users. For large number of transmit antennas, both SUS and
NUS perform very close to the optimal, even AUS achieves a reasonable
performance.

On the other hand, for a fixed number of transmit antennas at the BS
when the number of users present in the system increases, the performance
of NUS degrades substantially. The reason is that NUS captures the raw
aspect of multi-user diversity which governs only the self signal power but
pays no attention to the inter-user spatial separation which might have a
larger impact on the interference power. The worst performance of AUS is
expected as it pays no attention to the strength of the selected users which is
quite important for power minimization objective. Moreover, SUS performs
very close to the optimal, for any set of system parameters. The reason
is the selection criterion of SUS where both the channel strength and the
spatial orthogonality of the users are properly taken care of.

6.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have studied the performance of various user selection
algorithms in terms of the minimization of average transmit power required
to satisfy specific SINR targets at users’ side. Closed form expressions of the
average transmit power for the three user selection algorithms, namely SUS,
NUS and AUS, were derived when only two users are selected for simulta-
neous transmission. SUS, which has been shown to behave close to optimal
for the sum rate maximization objective under fixed power constraint, shows
very attractive performance in this problem setting of transmit power min-
imization to achieve hard SINR targets and gives better results than NUS
and AUS algorithms. For a fixed number of users and increasing number of
transmit antennas, NUS performs very close to SUS. In the complementary
setting of fixed number of BS transmit antennas and an increasing number
of system users, NUS shows substantial performance degradation but SUS
still performs very close to the optimal.
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6.A Some Useful Distributions

In this appendix, we give some useful cumulative distribution functions
(CDF) for which probability density functions (PDF) can be computed by
simple differentiation. Most of these are known relations, others have been
computed using the tools from order statistics [69] and were also given in [37].

As users’ channels are spatially i.i.d. Gaussian, the CDF of ||hi||2 for
any i is χ2 distributed with 2M degrees of freedom whose CDF is

Fi(M ;x) = G(M,x), (6.10)

where G denotes the regularized Gamma function [68], and is defined as

G(M,x) =
1

Γ(M)

∫ x

0
e−ttM−1dt. (6.11)

The PDF corresponding to the CDF Fi(M ;x) is given by

fi(M ;x) =
e−xxM−1

Γ(M)
. (6.12)

Below we give the CDFs for the largest and the second largest order statis-
tics. The CDF of the user having the largest channel norm among K i.i.d.
users distributed as Fi(M ;x) is

F1(M,K;x) = Fi(M ;x)K . (6.13)

The CDF of the user having the second largest channel norm among K i.i.d.
users is

F2(M,K;x) = KFi(M ;x)K−1 − (K − 1)Fi(M ;x)K . (6.14)

Similarly from [37], the distribution of any random user which does not have
the largest norm can be specified as

Fí(M,K;x) =
K

K − 1
Fi(M ;x) − 1

K − 1
Fi(M ;x)K . (6.15)

The CDF of the angle between the channel vectors of any two randomly
distributed M -dimensional channel vectors is given by

Fθi
(M ;x) = [sin(x)]2M−2. (6.16)

This can be computed based upon the fact that the squared cosine of the
angle between two random vectors is β distributed. Similarly the distribu-
tion of the largest angle between one user and any other user in a system of
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K users is the maximum of K− 1 i.i.d. angles, each of whom is individually
distributed as Fθi

(M ;x), hence the CDF for this largest angle statistic is
given by

Fθ1(M,K;x) = Fθi
(M ;x)K−1 = [sin(x)]2(M−1)(K−1). (6.17)

6.B Proof of Theorem 4

In the proof of this theorem, we make extensive use of some useful CDFs
which have been grouped together in appendix 6.B so we encourage the
readers to go through the previous appendix for better understanding.

The instantaneous transmit power required to meet SINR constraint of γ
for the two selected users, by using optimal beamforming vectors and power
allocation assignments, given in eq. (6.4), is

ptx(h1,h2) = σ2γ

(

1

||h1||2
+

1

||h2||2 sin2(θ12)

)

. (6.18)

θ12 represents the angle between the channel vectors of two selected users.
The objective is to compute the average transmit power when these two
users have been selected using various user selection algorithms, namely
NUS, AUS and SUS.

6.B.1 Norm-Based User Selection

For NUS, the users are chosen as described in section 6.4. Hence the squared
norm of the first selected user is distributed as F1(M,K;x) and that of the
second user as F2(M,K;x). As these users are selected based only upon their
channel norms, the angle between their channel vectors θ12 is distributed as
the angle between any two random vectors and as a result has the CDF of
Fθi

(M ;x).

For the case of two users, we have two ways to perform SIC (consider-
ing UL) or DPC based encoding (considering DL). It’s known that for the
objective of the minimization of transmit power, the weaker user should be
the one which gets decoded without interference [3]. For this optimal order-
ing, h1 should be the channel of the weaker user (2nd strongest, distributed
as F2(M,K;x) and gets decoded with no interference) and h2 should be
the channel of the strongest user distributed as F1(M,K;x) facing some
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interference. Hence average transmit power is given by

pN = σ2γ

(

EF2(M,K;x)
1

||h1||2
+ EF1(M,K;x)

1

||h2||2
EFθi

(M ;x)
1

sin2(θ12)

)

.

(6.19)
Computing all these expectations, we get the result.

6.B.2 Angle-Based User Selection

For AUS, the first selected user is the strongest user whose squared norm is
distributed as F1(M,K;x) and the second user is the one making the largest
angle with the first user. The squared norm of the second selected user is
distributed as the squared norm of the any random user which is not the
user with the largest norm and hence the CDF is Fí(M,K;x). The angle
between the channel vectors of two selected users assumes the distribution of
the largest order angle statistic among K users and hence the CDF is given
by Fθ1(M,K;x). Now following the optimal ordering, h2 is the strongest
user distributed as F1(M,K;x). The average transmit power for this user
selection is given by

pA = σ2γ

(

EF
í
(M,K;x)

1

||h1||2
+ EF1(M,K;x)

1

||h2||2
EFθ1

(M,K;x)
1

sin2(θ12)

)

.

(6.20)
This will give the result given in Theorem 4.

6.B.3 Semi-Orthogonal User Selection

In SUS, the first user is selected with the largest channel norm but the
second selected user is the one whose projection on the null space of the
first user has the largest norm. Let’s assume that user 1 having channel
h1 is the user with the largest norm, whose squared norm is distributed
as F1(M,K;x). Now h2 sin(θ12) is the projection of the vector h2 on the
null space of h1. To compute the expectation over this projected squared
norm, we make use of [70, Lemma 3], which was also used in [38, Appendix

III]. The term ||ℏℏℏ2||2 ∆
= ||h2||2 sin2(θ12) is the maximum of K − 1 channel

norms orthogonalized w.r.t. h1. Following [70], we can orthogonalize all the
channel vectors w.r.t. an arbitrary vector so for each of them the squared
norm is χ2 distributed with 2(M − 1) degrees of freedom and each has the
distribution which is given by Fi(M − 1;x). Let us denote the projection
of hi on the null space of that arbitrary vector by ℏ̂ℏℏi and same for others.
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Now the second largest norm of these orthogonalized vectors will be

||ℏ̂ℏℏ2||
2 = 2nd max ||ℏ̂ℏℏi||

2, i = 1, . . . K (6.21)

whose distribution is given by F2(M − 1,K;x). Lemma 3 in [70] shows that
statistically ||ℏ̂ℏℏ2||2 is smaller than ||ℏℏℏ2||2. Hence for SUS, an upper bound
of the average transmit power can be computed by replacing ℏℏℏ2 with ℏ̂ℏℏ2 as

pS = σ2γ

(

EF1(M,K;x)
1

||h1||2
+ EF2(M−1,K;x)

1

||ℏ̂ℏℏ2||2

)

. (6.22)

Once the expectations computed in this expression, we get the SUS result
of Theorem 4.

6.B.4 Performance Upper Bound

To compute a lower bound on the minimum average transmit power required
to satisfy SINR targets of γ, the performance upper bound, we assume that
the two selected users have the two largest norms as in NUS with CDFs as
F1(M,K;x) and F2(M,K;x) and the angle between their channel vectors
is the largest angle possible as in AUS, distributed as Fθ1(M,K;x). Hence
with optimal ordering, the lower bound on the average transmit power can
be obtained by computing the expectations in the following expression

pL = σ2γ

(

EF2(M,K;x)
1

||h1||2
+ EF1(M,K;x)

1

||h2||2
EFθ1

(M,K;x)
1

sin2(θ12)

)

.

(6.23)



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future
Perspectives

7.1 Conclusions

This thesis has mainly dealt with three research directions which become the
three parts of the thesis. The first part focuses on the high SNR analysis of
the communication channels and the determination of the DOF for SU and
MU channels is the aim of this part as at extreme values of SNR, the capacity
is described by its DOF. The second part principally deals with CSIT issues
and here we have tried to determine how much CSIT feedback is optimal
for sum rate maximization if the communication resources utilized for CSIT
acquisition are completely accounted for. In this part, we also propose
a novel CSIT acquisition strategy for reciprocal channels which improves
the trade-off of resource utilization for CSIT acquisition and its quality.
The third part of this thesis is dedicated to the study of the joint problem
of transmit power minimization and user scheduling. In the following, we
briefly discuss the main results and the conclusions of this thesis on a per
chapter basis.

• DOF for SISO Doubly Selective Channels

In this chapter, the pre-log expression for doubly selective SISO un-
derspread channels is derived and is shown that the loss in pre-log as
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compared to the corresponding coherent channels is equal to the chan-
nel spread factor. For doubly selective overspread channels, a scheme
based upon zero-padding is proposed which shows the achievability
of the logarithmic scaling for such channels which is the first result in
literature showing the existence of this regime for overspread channels.

• MU MIMO: DOF with no CSI

In this chapter, it is shown that for a DL channel with M -antenna BS
and K (K ≥M) single-antenna users with no CSIT ergodic capacity is
equal to the capacity of one single link in this DL, hence no gains due
to the presence of multiple users are achievable. For the same system
working under TDD mode, the achievability of M [1−(M+1)/T ] DOF
is shown to be achievable hence CSIT availability may give enormous
gains in DOF even if its resource utilization is accounted for.

• Feedback Optimization in MU TDD Systems

In this chapter, the sum rate maximization problem is treated for a
DL channel removing all the assumptions about the presence of CSI
and the optimization is carried over the amount of CSI feedback where
all the resources used for CSI acquisition are taken into account. A
novel sum rate lower bound is derived which captures all the benefits
coming with CSIT (interference cancellation and multi-user diversity
gain) and the associated costs (channel coherence reduction and re-
duced multi-user diversity gain). This bound and its approximation
allow the determination of optimal amount of feedback for sum rate
maximization under any set of system parameters.

• Novel CSIT Acquisition for Reciprocal Channels

In reciprocal systems, the CSIT is acquired by using simple train-
ing sequences and hence the shared knowledge of the channel gets
ignored. In this chapter, we propose a novel CSIT acquisition scheme
for reciprocal DL channels which combines the reciprocity exploitation
through training sequences and the user’s channel knowledge through
quantized channel feedback. It is shown that with a judicious choice
of the resource split between training and quantized feedback, a CSIT
of much better quality can be obtained as compared to the traditional
scheme for the same global resource utilization.

• Transmit Power Minimization with User Selection

In this chapter, the dual problem to the sum rate maximization namely
the minimization of transmit power to achieve certain QoS at users is
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treated in conjunction with user scheduling. Closed form expressions
of minimum average transmit power are derived for various user se-
lection schemes. It is further shown that semi-orthogonal greedy user
selection performs much better than norm-based and angle-based se-
lection schemes.

7.2 Future Perspectives

This thesis has been an attempt to solve many relevant problems in wire-
less communications and communications theory. As is the usual case with
research, the pursuit of the solution for one problem reveals multiple open
problems and further research directions and this thesis has certainly been
no exception in this regard. In the following, we describe some possible in-
teresting research directions which are either the ideas we came across while
working for this thesis or they are the possible future extensions of the work
conducted in this thesis.

• For single-user SISO doubly selective overspread channels, we have
given an achievability result which shows the existence of logarithmic
scaling of the capacity with SNR for such channels but the character-
ization of exact DOF of capacity still remains an open problem.

• For the broadcast problem with reciprocal channels at high SNR, we
have derived lower and upper bounds of the DOF taking into account
all the CSI resource utilization. Although the bounds are pretty close
yet they are not matched. Derivation of an upper bound matched to
the lower bound or vice versa will characterize the exact DOF of such
non-coherent multi-user channels.

• The problem of sum rate maximization over the amount of CSI feed-
back was treated in this thesis for DL reciprocal channels. The reci-
procity eases the CSIT acquisition and gives a nice setup for this prob-
lem formulation. To study the same problem for an FDD system is
very interesting and useful as currently most of the wireless standards
use FDD mode.

• We proposed a novel CSIT acquisition scheme for reciprocal chan-
nels combining training and quantized feedback. The proposed novel
scheme holds verbatim in the case of multiple users. In the first phase
of “pure training”, the users should use orthogonal training signals so
that the BS gets an initial estimate of the channel. Then during the
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second “quantized feedback” phase, the UL channel should be used as
MIMO-MAC. The optimization of resources remains however an open
problem in this setting. In this scenario, the resource optimization will
depend heavily upon the BS transmission strategy, e.g., the optimal
resource split could be extremely different for TDMA or SDMA. The
presence of more users in the system larger than the BS transmit an-
tennas and subsequently required user scheduling would add an extra
twist to this problem.

• About the hybrid CSIT acquisition scheme combining training and
quantized feedback for reciprocal channels, there are different ways to
treat the fully general case of multiple users with multiple antennas
where even a single user can be transmitted multiple streams. It adds
an extra level of complexity to the open problem of multiple single-
antenna users. For the users with multiple antennas, a simplifying
strategy could be to do antenna combining as in [71] to minimize the
quantization error. This scheme is promising as it reduces the feedback
requirement by converting the MIMO channel into a vector channel
and in a direction of minimal quantization error. Hence effectively it
will become the multiple single-antenna user extension of our work.
But the fully general case remains an open problem.
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